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Abstract
As we inch towards the future, the storage needs of the world are going to be mas-
sive and diversified. To tackle the needs of the next generation, the storage systems are
required to be studied and require innovative solutions. These solutions need to solve
multitude of issues involving high power consumption of traditional systems, manage-
ability, easy scaling out, and integration into existing systems. Therefore, we need to
rethink the new technologies from the ground up.
To keep the energy signature under control we devised a new architecture called
Storage Processing Unit (SPU). For the modeling of this architecture we incorporate a
processing element inside the storage medium to limit the data movement between the
storage device and the host processor. This resulted in a hierarchal architecture which
required an extensive design space exploration along with in-depth study of the appli-
cations. We found this new architecture to provide energy savings from 11-423X and
gave performance gains from 4-66X for applications including k-means, Sparse BLAS,
and others.
Moreover, to understand the diverse nature of the applications and newer technolo-
gies, we tried the concept of in-storage processing for unstructured data. This type of
data is demonstrating huge amount of growth and would continue to do so. Seagate’s
new class of drives - Kinetic Drives, address the rise of unstructured data. They have
a processing element inside disk drives that execute LevelDB, a key-value store. We
evaluated this off-the-shelf device using micro and macro benchmarks for an in-depth
throughput and latency benchmarking. We observed sequential write throughput of 63
MB/sec and sequential read throughput of 78 MB/sec for 1 MB value sizes. We tested
several unique features including P2P transfer that takes place in a Kinetic Drive. These
new class of drives outperformed traditional servers workloads for several test cases.
Finally, large number of these devices are needed for huge amounts of data. To
demonstrate that Kinetic Drives reduce the management complexity for large-scale de-
ployment, we conducted a study. We allocated large amounts of data on Kinetic Drives
and then evaluated the performance of the system for migration of data amongst drives.
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Previously developed key indexing schemes were evaluated which gave important in-
sights into their performance differences. Based on this study we can conclude that
efficient mapping of key-value pairs to drives could be obtained. This lead to an under-
standing of the trade-off between the number of empty drives and mapping of different
key ranges to different drives.
In conclusion, in-storage processing architectures bring an interesting aspect where
processing is moved closer to the data. This leads to a paradigm shift which often
results in a major software and hardware architectural changes. Furthermore, the new
architectures have the potential to perform better than the traditional systems but
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This dissertation focuses on storage technology and systems that could potentially ad-
dress the future storage needs. The new technology needs to solve multitude of issues
before it could be deployed for big high performance systems [1]. These issues primarily
are:
• Architecture of Storage Device
• Energy Signature
• Application Level Performance
• Scalability
To satisfy the need for extreme-scale computing the future systems need to be energy
efficient while handling massive amounts of data. The systems often have to deal with
multiple ”walls”: the memory wall, power wall, and parallelism wall.
Memory wall happens due to the difference in memory and processor speeds [2].
This lead to engineers designing hierarchical memory and storage. Increased number of
gates on a chip leads to power wall. As the operating frequency increase so does the
power consumption of the chip. To counter this, small but parallel architectures are
created on a chip to reduce the energy signature. However, the energy signature remains
significant and this process consumes significant amount of energy and requires superior
cooling methodology. This acts as a limiting factor. One major reason for high energy
1
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consumption is the constant moving of data back and forth between the permanent
storage device and the CPU. Due to the recent analysis it is concluded that the energy
to move the data is becoming comparable to the energy consumption due to processing
itself [3]. We do not have mechanisms for controlling the data movement and it could
potentially hurt the High Performance Computing [4]. New models of computation are
immediately required to tackle both energy and performance.
We attempt to understand the memory hierarchy and devise methods to apply the
same concept for processing as well. This would distribute the processing across the
entire system instead of concentrating the processing capability at one point. Different
processing elements spread across would have different power or energy signatures. By
placing them at different locations in a system, our systems would have lot more flex-
ibility on data movement and synchronizing the partial results for generating the final
output result. However, this would require sufficient know-how of both the processing
as well as storage technologies. We choose flash and low power processing units to prove
the hypothesis of our research.
Flash technology offers several benefits over contemporary disk based technology.
They offer fast random access, high throughput, and low power consumption, over the
older technologies. Moreover, flash-based SSDs provide serial I/O interfaces and has
wider buses for media transfer [5]. Thus, flash technology is considered for our research.
The next important task is to reduce the data movement for energy and performance
efficient processing. We incorporate a low-processor in the flash packages. These copro-
cessors form level-1 of the computation hierarchy. The much more powerful processors
in the SSD controller become the next level in the processing hierarchy. And finally the
last level of the processing would be by the Host. This tight coupling of storage and
processing is called the Storage Processing Unit (SPU) [6].
Since, we are proposing a new architecture, it requires an exhaustive design space
exploration. The exploration is required for application as well as architectural space.
First, we choose a wide range of applications with different behaviors. Next, we study
these to identify bottlenecks and identify efficient methods to map them to our newly
proposed architecture. The behavior of the applications could broadly be categorized
as memory bound or compute bound. We use this analysis to resolve the key issues
that are observed in the traditional SSD based system. We call it the baseline system
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or the baseline configuration. We also realized that to exploit the internal features
of the SSD and the new hierarchical processing, we need to map applications to the
architecture efficiently. Identification of weaknesses of the system and applications also
enabled use to execute the optimized versions of the applications with different variants
of the architecture. We made several predictions and backed those with our results. We
are able to demonstrate that by taking processing closer to the storage and maintaining
different flows of data, we achieve significant performance and power gains. This newly
proposed architecture gives us a new model for processing and storage as shown in the
Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Comparison of Traditional vs New Model of Computation
We modeled and simulated the new propsed architecture however, it is important
to find how the applications’ performance would be impacted on real hardware. We
wanted the real system with in-storage processing capability to address the growth of
digital data which is growing at 40%-50% per year [7]. Most of this data explosion is
due to unstructured data. International Data Corporation (IDC) predicts that in 2017
80% of the 133 exabytes of global data will be unstructured [8].
In the traditional systems data is accessed using the traditional file-based or block-
based systems [9]. However, these systems could prove to be inefficient for future tech-
nologies. To tackle the unstructured data the storage systems needs to scale out hor-
izontally [10]. Therefore, object storage can overcome the limitations of the file-based
systems. They are scalable and could be software defined [11]. The data is usually
4
communicated as objects rather instead of files or blocks. The benefit of object storage
is that it stores metadata alongside to the object [9]. Furthermore, the object storage
is flat structured and does not let the higher-level applications to manipulate the data
at the lowest level. We use unique identifiers called ”key” and it is used to access an
object called ”value. This form of storage is called as key-value store (KV store).
In 2015, Seagate announced a new class of drives called Kinetic Drives [11]. These
drives have a built-in processor that runs LevelDB based key-value store [12]. Moreover,
they do not have a typical SATA or SAS interface. The drives communicate using
TCP/IP over Ethernet. Each drives acts a tiny server in itself. Additional feature that
sets this drive apart from other hardware is the P2P (peer-to-peer) functionality. These
drives can transfer data directly between each other without the interference from the
client. This frees the client and it could perform other tasks [13]. This architecture
substantially reduces the software and hardware layers for an object storage systems.
All a programmer needs is the knowledge of the API that comes with the drives.
Since, these drives came with a brand new concept we wanted to understand the
drive’s key functionalities, features, and the performance of the drives [14]. We perform
performance evaluation of the Kinetic drives against servers with LevelDB installed.
These experiments gave us great insights about the possibility of replacing traditional
hard drives with the Kinetic Drives. Moreover, the need for detailed analysis was
required because the specification sheets [15] did not provide the much needed details for
our desired metrics which are throughput, latency, and other LevelDB related features.
Programmability of the drives is also crucial for wide acceptance of the technology
by the industry. Therefore, our significant effort went to understanding the ease of
programmability of these drives. The salient feature of this drive is P2P transfer along
with ”Get,” ”Put,” and others. Several developed tests helped us understanding the
bottlenecks and the limitations of the drives.
In summary, we conduct tests on Kinetic drives to obtain the trends related to
throughput and bottlenecks, limits, trade-offs, and inherent characteristics. We also
compare the key-value store hardware with servers that run LevelDB on conventional
hard drives. We used micro and macro benchmarks such as Yahoo Cloud Serving Bench-
mark (YCSB). Finally, we share our experience that sheds light on the programmability
of these drives.
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Final part of the dissertation is one managing a large number of Kinetic drives. To
replace the traditional drives with Kinetic Drives, we need to learn how to manage a
large number of these drives [16]. We performed a study to understand the distribution
and migration of data in relation to the key ids. When a large number of key-value pairs
are written to the drives, we have to distribute them with maximum efficiency. Here
efficiency needs to be defined and explored. Different distribution methods have different
trade-offs associated with them. A metadata server is used that provides indexing of
the large number of keys. The idea is if every key-value pair is indexed to different
drive then it would make indexing a very difficult job. The indexing in itself would
consume significant amounts of data. This is definitely undesirable because it would
affect the throughput and latency of the system. Moreover, maintaining the metadata
server along with the drives would also become lot more tedious. Therefore, we try
to create key ranges and store the data in individual Kinetic drives based on these
ranges. Maintaining just the key ranges instead of every key id saves a lot of storage
space in the metadata server. Different configurations are considered for efficient data
migration. However, we do not want to waste storage devices. We want to utilize as
many devices as possible without negatively affecting the performance. Therefore, in
this research different data allocation schemes are presented with the target to have a
easy maintainability for the metadata server.
In this research, we undertook study to capitalize on the rise of unstructured data.
For tackling this massive surge, we need to devise a new storage architecture and un-
derstand it from multiple perspectives including manageability, performance evaluation,
design, and implementation. In this dissertation, we have attempted to address these
issues and made the below given contributions.
The major contributions of this thesis are:
• Design space exploration of a new proposed in-storage processing architecture
• Performance evaluation of a new class of hard drives called Kinetic drives that
encapsulate in-storage processing
Remainder of the dissertation is divided in the below given sections.
• Chapter 1 introduces the overarching concept of in-storage processing architec-
tures and benchmarks.
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• Chapter 2 briefly presents the previously done research for different branches that
emanates from our work.
• Chapter 3 discusses the architecture modeling and simulation of the SSD based
in-storage architecture.
• Chapter presents the final conclusion and discussion from our study.
• Glossary gives an introduction on the background of the several underlying con-
cepts used in our study.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Different solutions have been proposed for in-storage processing depending on the stor-
age technology. However, most of these solutions discuss incorporating processing in
memory and not in the permanent storage. A detailed discussion on different method-
ologies is mentioned here.
2.1 Processing Inside Memory
Gokhale et al [17] proposed moving processing inside the main memory. Their research
was based on using SIMD processing. They integrated SIMD array so applications
could benefit from SIMD arrays while others could benefit from the high-performance
”carrier” (host). Researchers at Supercomputing Research Center (SRC) incorporated
SIMD array closely into the architecture. This resulted in an architecture that could be
use either as SIMD processor or an additional conventional memory [17].The authors
further discussed that the concept of processing in memory has been there for several
years now but with different technologies. However, only few commercial products are
available.
2.2 Processing Inside Disks
Earlier attempts have been made to move processing inside the hard disks [18]. In this
paper, the authors attempted to use the processors embedded in the individual storage
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devices for data-intensive applications. The chosen applications were data mining and
multimedia databases. The general purpose microcontrollers are incorporated in the
high-end commodity disk drives. Authors tried to leverage these for computing. The
authors called this disk as Active Disk [18]. However, the proposed solution were quite
complicated. Moreover, our methodology is different from theirs because we proposed
incorporating low power processors in the SSDs. Our hypothesis resulted in hierarchical
processing.
Another research for in-storage processing was conducted by Keeton et al. [19].
The authors primarily attempted to address the requirement for decision support sys-
tems and data warehousing workloads. The I/O capacity was increasing and with it
the associated processing. To manage these high requirements, the authors presented
”intelligent disks” (IDISKs) architecture. This architecture also used the low-cost em-
bedded general-purpose processing. They offloaded the computations from expensive
desktop processors. Their architecture could also scale out easily.
Acharya et al. integrated processing inside the disk drive. Their key idea was to
offload bulk of the processing to the disk-resident processors [20]. They used stream-
based programming for execution of the disklets safely and efficiently.
Mueller et al. used FPGA to accelerate the data processing [21]. They attached an
external module for implementation of the system intelligence.
Many of the above mentioned techniques were not successful because the same bene-
fits could be obtained using commodity servers. By spreading the data and partitioning
it affectively across the servers efficient performance could be obtained.
2.3 Kinetic Drives
Furthermore, when we attempt to study Kinetic drives as a real hardware platform for
our conceptual in-storage processing architecture, understanding of LevelDB was most
important. Several key-value stores are being deployed for various tasks at different
companies including Dynamo at Amazon [22], Redis at GitHub [23], and RocksDB at
Facebook [24]. Dynamo is a fast NoSQL database. It provides single-digit millisecond
latency [25]. Furthermore, RocksDB is an embedded database for key-value data. It is
derived from LevelDB [26]. It is efficient for solid-state drives. However, our drives use
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LevelDB and our research hinges upon understanding LevelDB.
All these systems store ordered {key, value} pairs. Since, the Kinetic drives were
a brand new concept we did not find any new research paper on evaluation of these
drives. In addition to this work Cao et al described managing large scale kinetic drives
[16]. Other Object-based Storage Devices have been introduced to manage objects using
keys [27] [28]. Several Peer-to-Peer systems have also been proposed [29] [30]. However,




3.1 Basics of Solid State Drives
Solid state drives are nonvolatile storage devices that store data persistently on solid-
state flash memory. The major components in an SSD drive are:
• Flash Controller
• NAND Flash Package
• NAND Flash Bus
• Channels
A detailed figure is shown below 3.1. Flash controller is primarily responsible for
translating the addresses that it receives from the host. In addition, controller also
has a Flash Translation Layer (FTL) that performs many house keeping operations for
the drive. It has a processor that could also be used for processing tasks instead of
just house keeping operations. The major operations performed by SSD are garbage
collection, data allocation, wear leveling, error correction etc. It acts as a medium
between the host processing and the dies, where the data is actually stored.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of Traditional vs New Model of Computation
Data is transfered from and to the NAND flash dies through the Flash Channel.
It is a bus that helps in moving the data back and forth. Channels are connected to
NAND Flash Packages. Each package has multiple dies. This Flash Package already has
processing capability for wear leveling, error correction etc. NAND Flash bus connects
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the channel to these dies. In a pad-limited case, where the number of pins are fixed,
manufacturing companies would be packing a fixed amount of silicon. This silicon is
used to make gates for storing data. However, for a pad-limited case with fixed number
of pins there would be excessive silicon that would go waste, if not utilized. Since, error
correction and other house keeping actions could be performed inside a package, this
excessive silicon could be used to make a low powered processor[31]. ITRP road map
was used to devise the power specifications of this coprocessor.
The number of dies depend on the manufacturing companies’ design. Number of
dies and the total storage capacity of the drives are directly correlated. Each die has
two or more planes. Each plane has multiple blocks. Each blocks consists of pages.
Read or write operation takes place at page level. However, delete operation takes place
at the block level.
3.2 Modeling with Cofluent
Storage Processing Unit is modeled using CoFluent Studio [32]. This system helps in
modeling and simulation of complicated systems with graphical blocks. The user has
the flexibility to define the properties of different blocks using internal features or C++
and the simulator generates SystemC code for it. The simulator has primarily three
major building models: Time-Behavioral Model, Platform Modeling, and Architectural
Model.
Figure 3.2: Command Flow to Dies in 4 channel, 4 Dies/channel SSD
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Any system is modeled using Time-Behavioral Model (TBM) first. In this step
different functions and their behavior are defined. This behavior further represents the
application-oriented viewpoint of the internal structure of the architecture (It is further
discussed by Ashwin et al. [33]). There is flexibility to use several pre-defined functions
such as events, buses, shared variables, etc to obtain the intended operation of the
simulation. Basically, an algorithm is defined using these functional blocks to execute
the desired operations. Other features that were really useful for this work were dynamic
power, static power, memory, delay, cost etc. These parameters’ value is defined based
on different specification sheets of different technologies.
When these functions are defined, they should be able to communicate. The func-
tions can communicate with each other through transactions. There are three main
methods for functions to communicate: 1) A shared variable, 2) A synchronization or
event relation, and 3) data transfer via message queue.
After verifying the behavior of the TBM, the next process is to create a Platform
model. In this step the physical architecture of the system is defined. Platform model
consists of modeling the real hardware such as processors, memory, SSD, etc. Attributes
or the parameters of different blocks in this step could be taken from the specification
sheets. These are the design parameters that help in deciding the performance of the
simulation and thus impacts the final end result. In summary, functional blocks in the
Platform model are created to be associated with the functional blocks defined in the
Time-behavioral model.
Final piece of completing the simulation is Architecture model [34] [33]. In this step
the components of the Time-behavioral model are mapped to the functional blocks of
the Platform model. All the blocks in the platform model inherit the properties from
the functional model. As an illustration, when an operation is assigned 1 cycle then this
mapping will associate the CPU frequency of 1 GHz, which is defined in the platform
model, with that operation.
With this modeling, buses or queues could also be simulated. This is an important
feature of this tool. The tool allows to model the behavior of a bus including delay time,
transfer time etc. The tool also helps in resolving dependencies and relations such as
transfer time dependence and its relation with the amount of data transfer. CoFluent
allows this by letting the user define USERDATASIZE.
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3.3 Modeling and Simulation
In this section modeling of the SPU and the other relevant components of the system are
discussed. First the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of the model is defined[1]. The
parameter values of different components is also discussed. Modeling and simulation
methodology is discussed in detail in this section. Moreover, the different specifications
of the modeled system are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Specifications
Specifications Range of Values
CPU Clock Frequency 2 GHz
Number of Cores in Host 4 - 8
CPU Gate Count per Core 200 M
CPU Dynamic/Static power 5.04 W/0.34 W
DRAM Dynamic/Leakage Power 0.44 W/0.09 W
PCIe Interface Speed 24 Gb/s
SSD Controller Clock Frequency 1 GHz
SSD Controller Cores 4 - 16
SSD Controller Dynamic/Static Power 156 mW/1.3 mW
Coprocessor Core Gate Count 1 k - 1 M
CoProcessor Clock Frequency 400 MHz
CoProcessor Cores 1 - 32
CoProcessor Core Dynamic/Static Power 3.12 uW/67 nW
NAND Flash Bus Speed/Bandwidth 2.5 ns per Byte
Number of Channels 4 - 32
Number of Dies 4
15
Figure 3.3: SSD Controller Function
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Figure 3.4: Coprocessor Function in
TBM
3.3.1 Modeling Storage Processing Unit using CoFluent
The modeling of SSD is discussed in this section. It is particularly important because
incorporating a processing inside the SSD is proposed. The NAND Flash dies, Chan-
nels, controller, and the coprocessor and other modeled components are described. Each
channel is connected to multiple flash packages. Each Package has multiple dies. Co-
processor is modeled as a separate block because of its relevance to the design. It also
brought flexibility to the design.
An SSD controller in the SPU performs these given operations: handling page
read/write and coprocessor requests from the host system, it coordinates the output
result of different coprocessors, and it acts as an interface between the host processor
and the coprocessor. A detailed diagram is given Figure 3.5 and the specifications for
the modeled system are given in Table 3.1. A further more detailed methodolody is
given by Ashwin et al. [33].
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Figure 3.5: Complete System with Storage Processing Unit
Furthermore, commands are passed to the SSD by the Host processor. SSD deciphers
that instruction and acts accordingly. It activates or deactivates the quad plane, it also
initiates the read or write operation. Also, it instructs the coprocessor to be included
or excluded from the data path. This single model for all the processing was a major
improvement over the previously developed models by Peng et al. [6].
For data allocation, policy devised by Hu et al [35] is used. Parallel inside SSD
is exploited in this priority order - Channel, Package, Die, and Plane. A detailed
explanation of this process is given in the Algorithm 1, which is given in more detail by
Ashwin et al.[33].
Furthermore, important sections of the models are shown in the Figures 3.3 and 3.4
below. These figures are a part of experiment that was jointly conducted by the students
of University of Minnesota. These figures are shared by Ashwin et al and Minglani et
al in the joint project [33]. These could also be found in the submitted thesis of Ashwin
Nagarajan. More detailed explanation of the modeling is given by Ashwin et al [33].
When the controller detects that a read or write request has arrived and it can not
satisfy that request with just one instance then the controller breaks it down to multiple
smaller chunks of requests. This is what the functional blocks achieve as shown in Figure
3.3. The controller in the model has to send and receive the data. However, the modeling
capability of CoFluent does not allow to do that. Therefore, in the model after every
two requests controller switches to receive the data. The processing of the received
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for SSD controller Function Page Assignment
Input: Number of Channels, Number of Dies/Channel, Page Size, Data Size
Output: Commands to Flash Dies following Page Allocation Policy discussed in [35]
1: Pages Iteration = (Number of Channels × Number of Dies × Page Size)
2: Total Pages = Data Size / Pages Iteration
3: if (Total Pages > 1)
4: Number Iterations = Total Pages → Number of iterations of read from all dies
5: if (Data Size % Pages Iteration != 0) → Residual data read separately at the end
6: Remainder = Data Size - (Pages Iteration×Number Iterations)
7: Dies Count = Remainder / (Page Size×Number of Channels)
8: Dies Remaining = Remainder % (Page Size×Number of Channels)
9: for (i = 1 to Number Iterations)
10: Send → Read Page Size × Number of Dies for all Channels
11: Move to receive path and return after every alternate Send
12: while (Dies Count > 0 ) Receive path has similar logic
13: Send → Read Page Size × (Dies Count + Dies Remaining)
14: Dies Remaining = Dies Remaining - 1
data is modeled in the block ”CrtlPerform” inside the SSD controller. In this block the
output results of several coprocessors are received and processed. Depending on the
mapping of the application and the architecture, this functional blocks behaves. It can
also simply let the data pass to the Host processor if that is how the configuration is
set for a particular application.
When a request or command from Host processor comes then it forwards that to the
Flash Memory Controller which is located or modeled inside the NAND Flash package.
Inside a Flash package, two planes can receive commands in parallel however, only
one die can process the commmand at a time. Therefore, we modeled interleaving at
the die level. This behavior is modeled using ”Semaphores” which is provided by the
CoFluent simulator. The time it takes to transfer a command is modeled with the help
of NAND Flash bus bandwidth. Here the time taken to transfer the data depends on
the bandwidth of the bus, number of write or read requests, data size for each request,
and the bus speed. Whenever two blocks are communicating through the bus in that
case one of the blocks acquire a semaphore and when it is acquired, the block sends the
information across to the next block. Soon after the lock is released.
The processing performed by the coprocessor is done inside the NAND flash package.
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Data flow is modeled such that data transfered from the dies goes to the buffer in the
flash memory controller via NAND flash bus. Coprocessor reads the data from this
buffer processes and then does the next step. The next step could be forwarding its
output result to the SSD controller or could write the data back to the dies. The time
for a coprocessor to process the data depends on the data size, page size, number of
operations, type of operations, and speed of the coprocessor. This time is computed
dynamically.
3.3.2 Instruction Set Architecture
This section discusses the Instruction Set Architecture of the model SPU. ISA was
devised so that applications could be ported on to this architecture [33]. Different
applications or algorithms were chosen and by using an ISA, implemented them on this
architecture. Therefore, devising an ISA that could port applications on this model in
sufficient depth, was extremely important. Common fields that make an instruction are
command name, loops followed by number, and instruction with size of data. Syntax
for these instructions is as shown below:
< commandname > loops < number > instructions < datasize >
In this format, command name can be one of the commands listed in Table 3.2. A list
of all the possible command names is given in the table 3.2. Number in this command
simply gives a count. As an illustration a loop instruction is given below.
ssd nand loops start < loopcount >< loopidentier >< N/A >
ssd nand loops end− 1 < loopidentifier > −1
This instruction has also been discussed in detail by Ashwin et. al [33]. Multiple loop
instructions could be used together to create nested loop structure. A script is created
using these instructions to create programs for different algorithms and applications.
3.3.3 Data Flow Diagrams
Data flow diagrams not only let the designer know about the flow of the data but
also helps in validating the model itself. The SPU and Baseline models are validated
using 1) different parameters and specifications, 2) data flow, 3) theoretical bounds, 4)
literature study, 5) performance and energy trends (cite) (ashwin). In this section, we
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Table 3.2: Instruction Set to Run Applications on SPU Model
Command Description
ssd nand read Reads data from SSD to Host
ssd nand write Writes data from Host to SSD
ssd nand perform Pseudo for other computations
host dram add Add operation in Host
host dram mult Multiply operation in Host
host dram perform Pseudo for other computations
host dram write Write data to DRAM
coproc cmd add Coprocessor performs add operation
coproc cmd mult Coprocessor performs mult operation
coproc cmd perform Pseudo for other computations
ssd ctrl perform SSD controller performs an operation
ssd nand loops Denotes start of a loop
ssd loops end Denotes end of loop
ssd nand end Marks end of program
demonstrate the flow of data in the CoFluent modeling and simulation tool.
In the figure 3.2, the flow of data is shown between different functions. On the
left hand side in the figure, different parameters could be seen for example, different
instances of channels and dies. The blue and red arrows simply show the flow of the
data between different blocks. This figure clearly shows the parallelism across different
channels during a page read (cite)(ashwin). It appears that all the dies read in parallel
however, there is slight delay in issuing the commands. However, only die transfers at
one time. If two dies have to transfer then one dies completes the transfer before the
next one starts.
3.3.4 Comparison between Baseline vs SPU
Comparisons of the simulations are made primarily between two configurations - Base-
line and SPU. In the baseline configuration. In the baseline configuration, we do not
include the coprocessor in the data path [1]. Due to this the configuration acts as the
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traditional system. In the SPU configuration, coprocessor is included in the data path,
which leads to a model that is new and holds the potential to save a energy and give
performance gains.
Overall, the simulation records the active times and the time when the devices are
idle. This data helps in computing active and idle power for the systems. Whenever a
component is active, the simulator would compute its active power and would add it to
the overall power in the Post-simulation analysis. This gives the total idle and active
power of the system.
3.4 Applications
The chosen applications are diverse in nature and the selection is made after considering
the initially proposed ”dwarfs” by Asanovic et al [36]. These section is prepared from
the publication by Minglani et al [1]. These applications differ from each other based
on the computation and the pattern of the data movement.
The applications chosen are:
• Sparse BLAS - SpMV and SpMM
• K-Means and kNN
• Graph 500
• Canneal
3.4.1 Sparse BLAS - SpMV and SpMM
The major operations performed for Sparse matrix-vector (SpMV) and Sparse matrix-
matrix multiplications (SpMM) are y ← y + Ax (AXPY) and y ← y + AB. The
data formats used are Compressed Storage Row (CSR) and Compressed Storage Col-
umn (CSC). Sparse matrix-vector (SpMV) and Sparse matrix-matrix multiplications
(SpMM) are considered to be one of the most important iterative-method based compu-
tational primitives. In fact, large scale linear algebra problems constitute an estimated
70% of computing cycles in the HPC ecosystem[REF]. Also, dealing with sparse matrix
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computations offer several challenges to parallel architecture community: memory in-
tensity, indirect memory references, irregular memory accesses for vector and short row
lengths. The ratio of computation to communication, inter-processor communication
are the other important factors. These features highlight our interest and motivation
in mapping sparse BLAS kernels on the SPU architecture.
In CSC, the pages in dies contain the column elements and in the CSR format, the
pages in dies contain the row elements of a matrix. Several different data formats have
been thouroughly discussed in Several challenges have been discussed. Additionally,
they are limited by the memory bandwidth of the system.
We consider Level 2 and Level 3 Sparse BLAS operations which fall into the following
two computation kernels:
Matrix-Vector Multiply (SPMV) : y = A * x + y and Matrix-Matrix Multiply(SPMM)
: C = A * B + C
where A is a sparse matrix, x and y are dense vectors, B and C could be sparse
or dense matrices. Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) and Compressed Sparse Column
(CSC) storage formats are considered. Matrices and their properties, such as the average
number of non-zeros (nnz) in a row or column, used in our simulations.
3.4.2 Graph500-BFS
Graphs are tremendously capable of modeling entities and their interactions with each
other in the real-world scenario. Graph traversal algorithms are inherently memory
and compute intensive. This application performs Breadth-first search algorithm (BFS)
[37]. Graph500 uses BFS for evaluating parallel and distributed architectures because
synchronization is a major challenge for efficient parallel implementation [38]. Breadth-
first search algorithm (BFS) visits and analyses all the nodes in a graph. A breadth-
first tree is constructed by starting with a randomly chosen node. When a new node
is discovered then the already discovered node (u) and the new node (v) are added to
the tree. The node ’u’ becomes the parent of node ’v’. A node can have at most one
parent [37]. Graph500 uses BFS for evaluating parallel and distributed architectures
and synchronization is a major challenge for efficient parallel implementation [38].
And its intrinsic character is that graph’s data is large , lacking locality, cause
unbalanced computation and communication workloads. BFS could be benefited from
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the inherent parallelism available in this architecture. Random memory access flash
provides faster random access. We evaluated the energy and performance of the Storage
Processing Unit with this primitive.
3.4.3 k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and k-means
Both the applications are data mining algorithms and their major operation is to find
distance between the input and every other data point [39] [40]. However, the main
difference is that k-means is based on the unsupervised learning and kNN is a supervised
classification method where the input sample is classified into one of the already defined
classes [41].
k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN)
This is classification algorithm doesn’t require prior knowledge of the distribution of the
data. The training phase of the algorithm involves storing the data points and its labels
[41]. Every data point in the training set contains a set of vectors and a label associated
with it. Distance between the input and every point in the dataset is computed. The ’k’
smallest distance measures corresponds to the elements that influence the classification
of the unknown sample. Selecting a suitable neighbourhood value ’k’ and the distance
metric applied determines the classification performance. kNN might appear to be
advantageous when the training data is large as there is minimal cost for the training
phase. However, it might suffer from costs in terms of computation and run time if not
optimized suitably.
k-means
k-means is a data mining algorithm [39] and is used for partitioning N particles into k
clusters where ( k < N ) such that particles or objects in a cluster are as similar to each
other as possible [40] [42]. Clustering is a dominant data analysis method in several
fields such as Bioinformatics, pattern recognition etc [40]. One of the reasons for the
popularity of k-means is its simplicity and efficiency to perform clustering. Furthermore,
k-means is a data mining application just as kNN but the difference is that k-means is
based on the unsupervised learning as the data points have no external classification.
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In every iteration, the data points are divided into ’k’ clusters and this process is re-
peated until the number of data points moving to different data sets is sufficiently small.
Whereas, kNN is a supervised classification method where the input sample is classified
into one of the already defined classes [41]. The data can be scalars or multidimensional
vectors in the feature space. Every data point in the training set contains a set of vec-
tors and a label associated with it. KNN might appear to be advantageous when the
training data is large as there is minimal cost for the training phase. However , it might
suffer from costs in terms of computation and run time if not optimized suitably.
3.4.4 Canneal
Canneal is a part of the PARSEC application suite which performs simulated annealing
for optimizing chip routing costs [43]. Several key issues for these applications, along
with the proposed optimization, are listed in Table 3.3.
This kernel is a part of PARSEC application suite which performs simulated anneal-
ing for optimizing chip routing costs [43]. The input to this kernel is a circuit netlist
where coordinates for every element are specified. At every iteration, two elements are
pseudo-randomly picked and the routing cost is computed by swapping the coordinates
of the elements. The probability of accepting this swap depends on the temperature
parameter. Every time a swap is accepted, the coordinates of elements and the new
routing cost are updated. The new values are used in making decisions for the subse-
quent iterations. Choosing the right annealing schedule for the temperature and the
iteration period determines the quality of the solution. This process is generally slow





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.5 Execution Flow of the Architecture
An example of the execution of Sparse BLAS (SpMV) matrix-to-vector dot product (y ←
y+Ax) on the SPU described, in the previous section, can give a better understanding of
this architecture [1]. The computations depend on the data format of the stored matrix.
As shown in Figure 3.6, for Compressed Column (CSC) format, the coprocessors start
processing on their respective columns of the matrix after receiving an instruction from
the host. The SSD controller synchronizes the tasks for all the coprocessors and executes
the addition operation to complete the AXPY operation.
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4
Column 6
Column 7
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          +
          S2
          +           
          +
          Sn
Channel
Nand Flash Bus
Figure 3.6: Simplified Storage Processing Unit Example with One Flash Package and
SSD controller
3.6 Impact of Salient Parameters on the System Perfor-
mance
In this section, we discuss the design parameters that could potentially affect the perfor-
mance of the applications and then provide a detailed analysis of performance results.
We do this by identifying the application properties, discussing the design trade-offs,
and finally providing the optimum architectural configuration.
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3.6.1 Different data layouts and their ramifications on the execution
flow and energy consumption
Data access patterns and data movement across the system are dependent on the data
layout. The order of operations varies with the different data layouts. Therefore, un-
derstanding the data layouts is a key to efficient memory management and obtaining
performance gains. In the SpMV kernel, the CSR format requires a dot product of
the row elements (stored in the dies) and the dense vector. The dense vector could
be stored in the SSD controller’s memory (CSR-a) or in the dies (CSR-b). In CSR-a,
rows are read and the dense vector is fetched from the SSD controller’s memory by each
coprocessor. Each output element belongs to the final output of the resultant vector.
The CSR-b layout replicates vector elements for each coprocessor to reduce the data
movement. Thus, more pages have to be read to perform the dot product. Figure 3.7
confirms that CSR-b consumes more energy than CSR-a due to more reads. The differ-
ent matrices in these figures are taken from the University of Florida Matrix Collection
[44]. Figure 3.8 shows the speedups of the SPU-based system (configured with Chan-
nels=32, Dies=4, Page Size=4KB, and Coprocessor CPI=1) over the baseline system



















SPMV with increasing number of zeroes or sparsity
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Figure 3.7: Energy Consumption of Sparse Matrix-Vector Kernel with Different Data
Layouts for Vector
For the CSC data format, the partial results are spread across coprocessors (Section
3.5). These partial results are to be moved either to the Host (CSC-a) or SSD controller
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SPMM with increasing number of zeroes or sparsity
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Figure 3.9: Energy Consumption by Sparse Matrix-Matrix Application with Different
Layout for Matrix
– 5X less energy efficient than CSR (Figure 3.7).
The other kernel taken from the Sparse BLAS library is SpMM and there are two
configurations possible for it. Case 1 is where columns of matrix A and rows of matrix
B are stored together in the same die [37]. In Case 2 (naive implementation), one of
the two matrices is stored in the dies in row-major format and the columns of the other
matrix can be transferred to the coprocessor. The results for SpMM are presented in
Figure 3.9 and it can be concluded that the energy consumption is higher in the second
case.
































Figure 3.10: Component-wise Split of Total Energy Consumption for Different Config-
urations for Sparse Matrix-Vector Operations in the SPU Configuration
AXPY operation in the CSC-a configuration then the power consumption is higher
than in CSR-a. In the CSR-a and CSR-b layouts, low powered processors in the flash
controllers are used alongside the embedded processors inside the SSD controller. There-
fore, the host does not have to be used and the total power consumption comes down
significantly. Furthermore, CSR-a achieves better energy efficiency than CSR-b. This
is because CSR-b involves fetching more pages, therefore using more energy, than the
CSR-a configuration. Lastly, it can be observed that by employing the coprocessors
with embedded processors the power consumption for PCIe, data transmission power,
could be brought down significantly.
Graph500-BFS also demonstrates similar gains in performance and reductions in
energy. It employs the breath-first search algorithm and requires the vertex and parent
lists to be regularly updated. The limited local memory of the coprocessor is incapable
of storing these data structures. Therefore, two alternatives are available for storing the
data structures: 1) in the dies or 2) in the DRAM of the SSD controller. If the data
structures are stored in the dies, then the regular updates will reduce the lifetime of the
flash. Therefore, the natural choice is to store the data structures in the DRAM of the
SSD. This process makes the capacity of the DRAM the bottleneck for the application.
The maximum speedup and energy efficiency improvement obtained for this application
is included in Table 3.6.
So far, the architectural tradeoffs of exploiting the computational hierarchy (host,
SSD controller processor, and coprocessor) have been presented. It can be concluded
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based on the above discussion that data movement is directly related to the data layout
for an application. Efficient data layouts will result in lower energy consumption for an
application.
3.6.2 Change of application behavior with number of coprocessor cores
The usage of a multi-core coprocessor depends on the behavior of the application. The
applications are memory-bound if the number of cycles to transfer the data from the
dies to the coprocessor (Tbw) is greater than the number of cycles to compute (Tcoproc)
the data of a page. Conversely, for compute-bound applications (Tcoproc) ¿ (Tbw). The
cycles needed to transfer the page depend directly on the bandwidth of the NAND
flash bus which is an 8- to 16-bit wide bidirectional bus. Applications such as kNN,
k-means, and SpMM fall under the compute-bound category and benefit significantly
from additional cores in the coprocessor.
Additional cores benefit k-means because significant parallelism is available when
finding the distance index of the data points from the cluster points [40]. Also, with
more cores the rate of execution increases which results in more energy savings as shown
in the Table 3.6 and Figure 3.11. The data is given for 100,000 data points with 8
clusters (k means 8) or 64 clusters (k means 64) for the SPU-based system (configured
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Figure 3.11: Energy Consumption for kNN and k-means with Varying Number of Co-
processor Cores
In SpMM, increasing the core count of the coprocessors does not provide significant
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gains. This is because the data is moved to the host or SSD controller for completion
of the outer product in matrix-matrix multiplication [44]. Consequently, most of the
energy consumption in this process is because of the data movement.
For the kNN algorithm, coprocessors compute the distance values and send them to
the SSD controller for sorting. With more coprocessor cores, the energy consumption
decreases as shown in Figure 3.11. However, the SSD controller can become a bottleneck
if its processing rate is slower than the data arrival rate. To mitigate this bottleneck, an
optimization is proposed in Section 3.6.4. The input dataset for the kNN algorithm is
taken from the OpenStreetMap project [45]. The 2-dimensional dataset contains road
network information for 50 states and occupies 6.6 GB.
An important observation is that the energy savings level off with a sufficient increase
in the number of coprocessor cores. The primary reason is that with enough coprocessor
cores Tcoproc becomes less than Tbw due to less work done by each core. Therefore, the
behavior of compute-bound application changes to memory-bound depending on the
bandwidth of the bus to deliver the data to the coprocessor. The general rule is that
Tcoproc − Tbw should be close to zero to obtain the maximum energy efficiency. The
minimum difference ensures that the bus and the coprocessors are busy and not waiting.
An increase in either wait time increases the energy inefficiency.
3.6.3 Synchronization at the SSD controller
Significant gains are achieved when the number of clock cycles taken by the SSD con-
troller to process is limited to the maximum of (Tcoproc, Tbw), as this ensures pipelined
operation between the coprocessor and SSD controller.
Increasing the number of SSD controller cores to exploit parallelism can help in
maintaining the pipelined processing. For example, in the SpMM kernel, the SSD
controller needs to add nnz ·nnz ·Nb Channels data elements where nnz is the number
of non-zero elements and Nb Channels is the number of channels. With an average of
40 non-zero data elements in each row, 1KB page size, and 32 channels in the SPU, the
order of clock cycles would be Tssdcontroller ¿ Tcoproc ¿ Tbw. This situation will create a
bottleneck. Here, it could be deduced that the required number of SSD controller cores
depends on the ratio of nnz to rows in a page. Hence, increasing the number of cores
to four would pipeline the operation.
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The SSD controller synchronizes the operations of the coprocessors. In the BFS
application, coprocessors find new nodes and form a breadth-first tree. Since multiple
coprocessors could try to add the same node to their sub-tree, the SSD controller en-
sures that redundant updates are avoided and only one valid copy of the parent list is
maintained.
For the kNN application, once the distance values are computed for all the data
points in the training set, the SSD controller sorts and picks the ’k’ smallest values.
When the number of elements to be sorted increases, the process becomes compute-
bound and depends mainly on the sorting time. However, with a sufficiently large
number of SSD controller cores, the time taken to merge the different sorted sublists
will also be high. This will reduce the energy efficiency of the kNN application.
These applications indicate that it is important to map computations carefully be-
tween coprocessor and controller. Furthermore, performance and energy efficiency are
determined by the minimum of (Tssdcontroller, Tcoproc, Tbw).
3.6.4 Implications of communication between flash packages
For a memory bound application, when Tcoproc << Tbw, scaling up the number of
coprocessor cores would be energy inefficient because the idle time of the coprocessor
would increase. Therefore, sharing previously fetched pages, with fixed NAND flash bus
bandwidth, could be efficient. Sharing through the Flash Translation layer (FTL) could
make it into a bottleneck. Hence, a light-weight network amongst coprocessors could
efficiently share the pages. A detailed analysis of this light-weight network is a part of
the future work, but it should not cause excessive writes for the dies.
The above mentioned concept could benefit the kNN application. These distance
measures are sorted to obtain ’k’ smallest values. Once ’k’ values are produced then
every other coprocessor sends them to its neighbouring coprocessor. Then the receiving
coprocessors sort ’2k’ elements to produce ’k’ sorted values. This process is continued
and in ’log k’ steps the final ’k’ smallest values for all the coprocessors are found.
It could be concluded that by sharing the fetched page, significant energy efficiency
could be obtained. However, increasing the number of coprocessor cores beyond a limit,
with page sharing enabled, would result in lower energy savings as shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Energy Consumption for SPU-based System with Communication between
the Flash Packages for kNN






3.6.5 Dependence on the limited NAND flash bus bandwidth
As discussed earlier, higher gains are obtained by making the difference, Tcoproc − Tbw,
smaller. Tcoproc depends on the computation available in the applications and Tbw
depends on the NAND flash bus bandwidth. The NAND flash bus is an 8- or 16-bit
wide bidirectional bus which transfers the data between the flash controller and the dies
as shown in the Figure 3.5. Therefore, the coprocessor depends heavily on the speed
of this bus to deliver the data. This bus could be a bottleneck for non-data-intensive
applications and when Tcoproc << Tbw. The k-means application, being a highly data
intensive application, becomes memory-bound at 512 cores for the coprocessor. We
found that all applications become memory-bound irrespective of their initial behavioral
pattern. As shown in Table 3.5, with nnz = 250 in a row, the application will act as
compute-bound and energy efficiency will increase with the increase in the bandwidth.
Table 3.5: Energy Consumption in Joules for SPU-based System with Varying NAND
Flash Bandwidth for SpMV






3.6.6 Minimal energy change with increased number of channels and
page size
An increase in the number of channels increases the throughput, and it leads to an
increase in the number of coprocessors in the system. Therefore, the time to complete
the processing reduces. However, more channels consume more energy as well. These
two aspects offset each other and we observed minimal energy drop with the increase in
the number of channels.
The impact of page size on applications depends on their behavior. For data intensive
applications, both Tcoproc and Tbw will increase linearly with the page size. Therefore,
increasing the page size did not render any significant performance improvements or
energy savings.
3.6.7 Reduced lifetime of flash with excessive writes
SSDs have limited write cycles. Therefore, the coprocessor and SSD controller’s pro-
cessor attempts to utilize its own local memory instead of initiating writes for the dies.
Moreover, Canneal is not a good application for the SPU architecture. It requires a high
number of writes for updating the routing cost. Since the coprocessor’s local memory
has limited capacity, updates have to be written to the dies. These excessive writes are
detrimental to the lifetime of the SSD.
3.6.8 Validation of the Simulation Model
For validation of our model, we compared our experimental results with the results
obtained by Raghuwanshi et al [46] through curve fitting. The algorithm implemented
for k-means by Raghuwanshi et al is similar to the algorithm implemented by us. We
did regression analysis on the execution time for different numbers of records obtained
by Raghuwanshi et al and found its R2 = 0.999104 with linear curve fitting. For our
data with different numbers of elements we found R2 = 1. These verification results
can be seen in Figure 3.12. Since, both the implemented algorithms are very similar,
we believe that our model is validated based on the closeness of the R2 values for both.
In addition, our confidence in our impressive experimental results is bolstered by the

















































Figure 3.12: Verification of Simulation Model with k-means Application
gains.
3.7 Conclusion
To overcome bandwidth constraints and high energy consumption, we took processing
closer to the data to reduce the data movement. Thereafter, we discussed several design
parameters that affect the performance and energy use of the applications executed on
the SPU-based system and baseline system. Table 3.6 presents some of the best energy
savings and performance gains for different applications using the SPU-based system
over the baseline system. The results are obtained by executing different scripts in the
architectural model generated using the CoFluent simulation and modeling tool. The
primary reason for the difference in performance is the behavior of the applications and
data movement involved to complete the execution of the application. It is observed that
compute-bound applications benefit the most from the SPU-based system. However,
memory-bound applications can be optimized and significant performance gains can be
extracted. These optimizations are enabled by understanding the trade-offs between
the NAND flash bus bandwidth, time to process in the coprocessor, and time it takes
to move the data in the baseline configuration. In conclusion, we were successfully able
to demonstrate that the hierarchical processing of the Storage Processing Unit (SPU)
has the potential to bring positive changes to the storage industry.
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Table 3.6: Best Performances for SPU-based System over Baseline System for All Ap-
plications
Applications Energy Savings Speedups
K-means 423.98 66.17
SpMV Cranskeg 2 39.73 -
SpMV Mesh 2048 - 4.00
SpMM Shallow Water 11.85 6.57






4.1 Kinetic Platform — Motivation and Architecture
Kinetic drives are the latest class of hard drives from Seagate and have a similar form
factor to a conventional 3.5” drive. However, Kinetic drives are fundamentally different
from traditional drives in two ways: Ethernet connectivity and an internal processor
that converts the storage drive to a key-value store [48] [14].
Each drive has two Ethernet ports (1 Gbps each) to transfer data to the clients or
other drives using TCP/IP over Ethernet. The ports are for fault tolerance, and only
one should be used at a time. Newer models (2nd generation) are expected to have
two 2.5 Gbps ports. However, after inquiring, these newer models are not available for
the general public, so we cannot test them. Furthermore, Kinetic drives do not use the
SCSI interface and instead have a key-value interface. Applications interact with the
drives directly using this interface and a standard Ethernet connection. IP addresses
are assigned to the drives by a DHCP server [48]. The use of Ethernet allows the storage
system to be expanded without the need to install a separate Storage Area Network.
Figure 4.1 is a simplified comparison of the hardware and software stack of a traditional
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storage system with that of a Kinetic system.
Figure 4.1: Software stack of server with traditional drives vs. Kinetic drives.
The second major benefit of using these drives is that they encapsulate the concept
of in-storage processing [1] by running a LevelDB-based key-value store in the drives.
There is a single-core System-on-Chip (SoC) processor inside the drives that runs a
custom LevelDB and manages the data on the disk itself. This can reduce the software
I/O complexity for applications and simplify the storage rack by eliminating the need
for separate storage controllers [49].
Table 4.1: Kinetic Drive Limits
Device Feature Limit
max Key Size 4096 Bytes
max Value Size 1 MB
max Version Size 2048
max Tag Size 128
max Connections 100
max Outstanding Read Requests 30
max Outstanding Write Requests 20
max Message Size 1 MB
max Key Range Count 200
max Identity Count 1000
max Pin Size 200
Seagate provides a software platform to help write programs for these drives. This
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Figure 4.2: Message protocol for Kinetic drive.
Kinetic API comes with libraries for several popular programming languages, a simu-
lator, installation instructions, some test utilities, and some basic test code [11]. The
simulator allows the test and custom programs to run without the actual drives (but
we run all our experiments on actual drives). The applications or programs are cre-
ated using the functions and protocols defined in the API library. The protocols are
responsible for the actual connection and communication with the Kinetic drives via
messages (Figure 4.2). Moreover, the protocol is responsible for transferring data over
TCP-based network. In this protocol Key is used for identifying a certain value [50].
Each message is called a ”Kinetic Protocol Data Unit (Kinetic PDU) [50]. IP address
of the drive is also used to identify the correct drive. This protocol can support limiting
the operations for a user depending on the access rights. A kinetic message consists of
a protocol buffer message, metadata, key-value metadata, and the value. In addition,
value is not encoded with the message [50]. A message encodes a single command,
HMAC of the byte representation. Here each command has type of command, a body
which mentions operation-specific information, and status [50]. The Linux Foundation
now maintains this Kinetic API [11].
The drives have a built-in capability to support multiple threads and sessions. While
the Kinetic API abstracts away most of the internal details of the drives, there are set
limits to certain parameters. These limits are listed in Table 4.1. Table 4.2 lists the main
API commands used to interact with the key-value store on the drive. In addition, the
API allows the programmer to perform write synchronization in several different modes
as described in Table 4.3. These modes allow the programmer to force immediate
synchronization or allow the drive to control the write operations.
Moreover, the Kinetic drives come with unique features, such as P2P transfer, which
set these drives apart from regular hard drives. With P2P transfer, one drive can
directly transfer its data to another drive via Ethernet; hence, it could be utilized for
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direct data replication. The process initiates when a client issues a ”P2P Put” or ”P2P
Get” command to a particular Kinetic drive. This drive takes control of the process
and automatically (without the client’s involvement) performs ”Put” (write) or ”Get”
(read) operations to/from the target drive using Ethernet. After this process completes,
both the drives have identical copies of those key-value pairs. These instructions avoid
several stack layers typically required to transfer data and can drastically reduce overall
system I/O.
In the following sections, we describe how we use this Kinetic API to evaluate the
performance trade-offs, limits, and behavior of these sample drives.
Table 4.2: Commands and Functions of Kinetic Drives
Command Function
put Writes the specified key-value (KV) pair to the persistent store
get Reads a KV pair
delete Deletes the KV pair
getNext Gets the next key that is after the specified key in the sequence
getPrevious Gets the previous entry associated with a specified key in the sequence
getKeyRange Gets a list of keys in the sequence based on the given key range
getMetadata Get an entry’s metadata for a specified key
secureerase Securely erases all the user data, configurations, and setup information on the drive
instanterase Erase all data in database for the drive; this is faster than secureerase
setSecurity Set the access control list for the Kinetic drive
P2P Get Kinetic drive reads directly from another Kinetic drive
P2P Put Kinetic drive writes directly to another Kinetic drive
4.2 Configuration
In this section, we cover the three system configurations we employ to test and evaluate
the Kinetic drives and compare them with LevelDB-based servers.
To benefit from the commands described in Table 4.2, we have to leverage the Kinetic
API. This API is installed in the client and is used to send commands to different Kinetic
drives, which logically act as tiny independent servers as shown in Figure 4.3. The
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Table 4.3: Different Write Modes of Kinetic Drives
Kinetic Write Mode Description
WriteThrough
The request is made persistent before returning; this does not
affect any other pending operations
WriteBack
The requests are made persistent when the drive chooses or when
a FLUSH is sent to the drive
Flush
All the write requests that are pending and are not written yet
will be made persistent to the disk
Kinetic API is designed for several programming platforms including C, C++, Java,
and Python. Our testing primarily uses the C library of the API.
The client machine is a Dell R420 running Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS 64-bit (kernel
3.13) on two quad-core Intel Xeon E5-2407 CPUs @ 2.20 GHz and 12 GB of RAM.
This machine uses a 10 Gbps Ethernet PCIe network card to connect to a Kinetic
disk enclosure containing four Kinetic sample drives. Internally, this enclosure contains
redundant Ethernet switches with 1 Gbps ports for the Kinetic drives and a 10 Gbps
uplink port. The Kinetic enclosure also has a separate Ethernet connection to allow
access to a web interface that allows basic management of each drive (power cycle the
drive, see its IP address, etc). The drives are model ST4000NK001, and we upgraded
the firmware to version 03.00.04 using one of the included utility programs. These disks
are 4 TB, 5900 RPM, and have 64 MB of disk cache plus another 512 MB of on-board
RAM to run the modified versions of Linux and LevelDB on the added Marvell 370 SoC
[15].
To compare the Kinetic drives with LevelDB-based servers, we set up two other
systems: Server-SATA and Server-SAS. Server-SATA has the same specifications as the
Kinetic client system described above plus has LevelDB installed and two additional
traditional SATA drives, separate from the OS drive, connected directly to the moth-
erboard via SATA. These two extra SATA drives, Seagate model ST4000VN000, are
chosen because they are similar to the Kinetic drives, i.e., 4 TB, 5900 RPM, and 64 MB
of disk cache.
Server-SAS also has LevelDB installed but is a more powerful and modern system.
This machine runs Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS 64-bit (kernel 4.1) on two six-core Intel
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Figure 4.3: Logical view with Kinetic drives as independent servers.
Xeon E5-2620 v3 CPUs @ 2.40GHz and 64 GB of RAM. There is a PCIe LSI MegaRAID
SAS-3 3008 adapter connected to an external Dell MD1400 disk enclosure containing
11 Seagate model ST6000NM0034 Enterprise Capacity SAS drives. Each drive is 6 TB,
7200 RPM, and has 128 MB of disk cache.
For both Server-SATA and Server-SAS, LevelDB is installed and db bench.cc (or
a slightly modified version) is run on the various drive configurations from the same
machine, i.e., the client benchmark is run against a local server. For tests using two or
more drives, Linux software RAID-0 is configured with default mdadm settings offered
by the GNOME Disk Utility. The target location is then formatted with default ext4
settings and mounted for use. A detailed description of how Server-SATA and the
Kinetic client machine are used for YCSB testing is included in Section VIII.
4.3 Methodology and Results for Kinetic Drives
This section details a variety of our tests executed on Kinetic drives. Performance results
comparing Kinetic drives with LevelDB-based servers are presented in later sections.
Our attempt is to first inform the readers about the raw performance metrics of Kinetic
drives. This will help system engineers in designing their systems. We present the
results of various random and sequential read and write tests for different value sizes as
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well as our experience with the Kinetic drive’s unique P2P commands.
4.3.1 Definitions
Before delving into the tests, we define important terms which are used throughout the
paper.
Sequential Key Order Writes (Sequential Order Writes): Write requests are
issued by the client in increasing key ID order, i.e., from key number 1 to key number
n.
Random Key Order Writes (Random Order Writes): The client issues write
requests in random key ID order.
WriteBack-Flush: This write operation issues n−1 commands in the asynchronous
WriteBack mode and then the nth command is written in Flush mode to make all the
commands persistent. This series of repeated asynchronous WriteBack writes followed
by a single Flush command is what we call WriteBack-Flush mode.
4.3.2 Comparison of WriteThrough vs. Flush Mode
There are many applications, e.g., banking, that cannot risk data loss or inconsistency
and must immediately have data stored persistently. Therefore, the Kinetic drive’s
multiple write modes, depending on the application, can be quite useful. There are two
different modes for forcing synchronous write operations, WriteThrough and Flush, as
mentioned in Table 4.3. Of the two, WriteThrough operations tend to be faster than
pure Flush operations. Flush mode must make sure all previously written commands
in the asynchronous WriteBack mode are made permanent. However, requests made
in WriteThrough mode are made permanent without checking the status of any other
command.
Results of a test to illustrate this difference are shown in Table 4.4. In this test there
are two variations, one where all writes are issued in WriteThrough mode and one where
all writes are issued in Flush mode. In both cases, each write (or put) is made persistent
before returning a completion signal to the application. However, for Flush mode,
the drives must ensure that there are no pending write requests waiting to be made
persistent. For 10,000 key-value pairs and 100,000 key-value pairs, WriteThrough gives
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higher throughput than repeated Flush mode writes. This illustrates that WriteThrough
should be used for synchronous writes, and it is bad programming to repeatedly use
Flush mode for multiple writes.
Since throughput depends on the write modes, value size, and number of key-value
pairs, we obtain higher throughputs in the following tests than we do in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Comparison of Throughputs for Different Write Modes
Value Size Key-value pairs Flush WriteThrough
1 MB 10,000 5.41 (MB/sec) 8.99 (MB/sec)
1 MB 100,000 4.8 (MB/sec) 8.91 (MB/sec)
4.3.3 Comparison of Throughputs for Write and Read Operation
To help programmers understand the basic performance of these drives for various
generic workloads, we test read and write performance for KV pairs with different
value sizes in either random or sequential key order. In our terminology, Sequential (or
Random) Order Reads/Writes mean Sequential (or Random) Key Order Reads/Writes.
Sequential Key Order Writes: This test consists of two experiments. First, after Se-
quential Order Write (explained in Section 4.3.1), the data is read back from key number
1 to key number n sequentially for Sequential Order Read. Second, after performing
Sequential Order Write, the data is read back in random key ID order for Random
Order Read.
Figure 4.4 shows the throughput obtained from the Kinetic drive for Random Order
Read and Sequential Order Read of up to 1 TB of data sequentially written by key
order. Since the write process is the same for both the experiments, it is shown only
once in the figure. We vary the size of the value from 120 bytes to 1 MB but keep the
key size constant at 16 bytes. We also keep the number of key-value pairs constant at
1,000,000. Thus, the x-axis value-size multiplied by one million will give the amount
of data transferred for that particular portion of the experiment (i.e., 120 MB for the
leftmost points and 1 TB to generate the points on the right).
We observe that the throughput increases with the value size. To understand this
trend, we have to understand the capability of the Kinetic drive’s internal processor, the
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client’s processing capability, and throughput computation. The client sends requests to
the Kinetic drive as fast as possible and can easily saturate the drive with messages. Due
to the Kinetic drive’s limited internal processing capability and the overhead to handle
each request, it can process only a certain maximum number of read or write requests
per second. When small value sizes are used, overhead dominates the Kinetic CPU and
results in low throughput. As the value size is increased, the ratio of wasted overhead
to data sent is improved and so is throughput. As is expected for hard disk technology,
we also observe that Random Order Read throughput is lower than Sequential Order
Read, because the drive’s head has to be repositioned on the platter more often for
Random Order Reads than Sequential Order Reads.
To save space, results for Random Order Reads after Random Order Writes on



























































Figure 4.4: Average throughputs of Sequential Order Write followed by Random Order
Read or Sequential Order Read for 1,000,000 key-value pairs with varied value size and
16 byte key size.
Random Order Writes: This testing also consists of two sets of experiments. This
time, the client issues write requests in random key ID order for Random Order Write.
After the data is successfully written in WriteBack-Flush mode (as explained in Section
4.3.1), key-value pairs in one experiment are sequentially read back. In the other set of
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experiments, KV pairs are randomly written and then read back randomly. The value



























































Figure 4.5: Average Throughputs of Random Order Write followed by Random Order
Read or Sequential Order Read for 1,000,000 Key-Value Pairs with Varied Value Size
and 16 Byte Key Size
This testing also consists of two sets of experiments. This time, the client issues
write requests in random key ID order for Random Order Write. After the data is
successfully written in WriteBack-Flush mode (as explained in Section 4.3.1), key-value
pairs in one experiment are sequentially read back. In the other set of experiments,
KV pairs are randomly written and then read back randomly. The value size and other
settings for Random Order Write tests are the same as the Sequential Order Write tests.
The throughput comparisons are shown in Figure 4.5. Again, write is only plotted
once because the results are the same for both sets of experiments. We see that Sequen-
tial Order Reads after the Random Order Writes in this figure show low throughputs
similar to the Random Order Reads following Sequential Order Writes in the previous
figure. Meanwhile, the randomness penalty is almost cancelled for some values show-
ing high throughput with Random Order Reads after Random Order Writes. The two
figures also show that the throughputs of Random Order Writes and Sequential Order
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Writes are similar.
These trends occur because there is no relationship between the key ID and the
location at which the drive stores the data on the physical platter. Instead, the drive
receives write requests, does a minimal amount of batching and sorting, and writes them
to the next available physical location on the platter a few megabytes at a time. This is
a log-structured approach to writes because LevelDB (running in these drives) is based
on the Log-Structured Merge-Tree (LSM-Tree)[51]. Later, during compaction, LevelDB
will sort the key-value pairs based on the keys. We assume Seagate has optimized
and customized LevelDB for this on-disk environment, but the general log-structured
principles remain. In contrast, on a traditional hard drive where the Logical Block
Address (LBA) typically maps directly to a Physical Block Address (PBA), we would
expect that the throughput of random writes would be lower than sequential writes due
to excessive seek times (head movements).










































Figure 4.6: Maximum write throughput for various value sizes.
While the previous subsection measured average throughput, application designers
may often require the maximum performance that can be extracted from these drives.
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Based on the peak performance of the individual drives, the system engineers can es-
timate and try to optimize the raw performance that an entire system will be able to
deliver. In this test we find the maximum write throughput that can be obtained for
different value sizes with each key size equal to 16 bytes. Each data point on the x-axis
in Figure 4.6 is a different experiment. For each experiment, we vary the number of
key-value pairs and perform Sequential Order Write as explained in Section 4.3.1. The
number of key-value pairs required to achieve the maximum throughput is different for
all the experiments. Maximum write throughput increases with value size as shown in
Figure 4.6. This trend is again because the CPU-bound (as demonstrated in Section
4.3.6) Kinetic drive wastes fewer resources on overhead with larger value sizes.
4.3.5 Impact of Key Size on Throughput Performance
So far we have varied the value size of the key-value pairs, but now we vary the size of
the keys themselves. This gives application programmers an understanding of what to
expect as the number of keys reaches its maximum or if they wish to use large keys to

























































Figure 4.7: Average throughputs for minimum and maximum key size.
Figure 4.7 depicts the impact different key sizes have on write throughput. The
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comparison is made when KV pairs are written sequentially in WriteBack-Flush mode
(as explained in Section 4.3.1) with two different key sizes, 4 KB and 16 Bytes. 1,000,000
key-value pairs are sequentially written for each value size from 120 bytes to 1 MB (the
maximum value size).
While Seagate has a modified implementation, based on our understanding of Lev-
elDB, we assume that the better throughput for smaller keys depends on the drive’s
internal RAM. Larger keys occupy more of the drive’s internal RAM. The drive only
has 512 MB of RAM for the entire onboard OS and LevelDB system. In this RAM,
LevelDB keeps track of the largest and smallest keys of each SSTable. Each SSTable,
which is a data structure that stores sorted KV pairs on disk, is 2 MB by default in
stock LevelDB. As the value size of the KV pairs increases, fewer KV pairs fit in each
fixed-size SSTable. As the number of SSTables increases to hold the larger values, there
are more largest/smallest keys to maintain. When the key size is very large, this large
number of largest/smallest keys no longer fits in the available memory. This introduces
more disk activity which slows the overall throughput.
4.3.6 Throughput for P2P Transfer
Table 4.5: Throughput for P2P Transfer
Value Size Read No. of KV pairs Internal CPU
1 KB 0.43 (MB/sec) 512 99.01%
1 MB 22.45 (MB/sec) 512 98.02%
This section presents the results for a unique feature, P2P transfer, which allows
data transfer between two disks without extra network traffic or hardware burden on a
separate machine. This feature is especially useful for propagating fault tolerance copies
such as for replication. For example, if you want three separate identical copies of some
key-value pairs in case one drive fails, you can have the Kinetic drives use P2P transfer
in the background to spread these redundancy copies directly to other drives.
The client issues a P2P Get or P2P Put command to a Kinetic Drive (KD-Init)
along with the IP address of the target Kinetic Drive (KD-Target). KD-Init establishes
a connection over Ethernet to KD-Target and initiates put/write or get/read operations
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based on the command sent from the client. Once the operation is successfully com-
pleted, both the drives have these same key-value pairs. This data copying process takes
place without interference from the client. The client only issues the initial instruction
to begin the P2P transfer.
In Table 4.5, we show the throughput and internal Kinetic CPU load while using
this feature for small and large values. First, we write 512 key-value pairs to KD-Target.
After that, we perform the P2P Get operation in which KD-Init copies 512 key-value
pairs, each with 1 KB or 1 MB value size, from KD-Target. We see in Table 4.5 that
the internal processor’s utilization is almost 100% when P2P transfer is taking place.
Figure 4.8 shows the results of a similar experiment using the P2P Put command
to write 25,000 KV pairs for various value sizes. We can see that non-P2P Put from
the client machine offers better throughput. However, if the client first has to read data
from a different Kinetic drive before writing, P2P is more efficient and less burdensome




























































Figure 4.8: Throughputs of client-based Kinetic write vs. P2P put for 25,000 KV pairs.
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4.3.7 Multi-threaded Throughput
This section presents the throughput obtained when two or more threads perform the
write operation. Our write method for each thread count (two, four, and six threads) is
similar to that described in Section 4.3.1. In Figure 4.9, we observe that the cumulative
throughputs for multiple threads are similar to that of a single thread (i.e., the write
plot in Figure 4.4). Again, this is likely because the internal Kinetic CPU is the limiting


























































Figure 4.9: Aggregate Throughputs for Multi-thread Performance
The drives also have two Ethernet ports, but when we attempt to use them simul-
taneously, some of our test programs crash. Since 1 Gbps is not the bottleneck, these
these ports are designed for fault tolerance rather than parallel performance.
4.3.8 Performance of Get Previous Command of Kinetic Drives
Figure 4.10 compares the read performance of reading key-value pairs in reverse order.
Here, we test the ”getPrevious” command that comes with the Kinetic API. As an
illustration, if we give key n to the Kinetic drive using this command, the Kinetic drive
returns the key-value pair with the key n− 1.
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First, we perform sequential writes as described in Section 4.3.1, and, after comple-
tion, we use the previous command of the API to read the key-value pairs in reverse
order, i.e., from key number n to 1. We compare this test with a custom created pro-
gram that issues read commands from the nth key-value pair to the first key-value pair.
It can be observed that the performance is comparable. Therefore, this feature only
brings convenience to the users, not improved performance. It can also be concluded
that the ”getPrevious” command and the regular get commands are handled similarly
by the Kinetic drive.
To summarize all the results in this section, we conclude that the throughput is
dependent on the value size of each key-value (KV) pair and that the utilization of the
internal processor remains high with small or large value sizes. Therefore, we believe
that the Kinetic CPU acts as a bottleneck and prevents throughputs from increasing



























































Figure 4.10: Comparison of Throughputs for Kinetic getPrevious Command
(KD previous cmd) and Custom Backwards Read Program (KD reverse)
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4.3.9 Kinetic Drive Key Not Found Search Times
In this section, we study the time it takes when the searched keys are ”not found” in
a Kinetic drive. This aspect is important when a large number of drives are used to
create a system. There is a strong possibility that users search for key-value pairs and
may not find them in a particular Kinetic drive. Therefore, the users will have to search
other Kinetic drives. The time it takes to perform the operation of searching key-value
pairs in a particular server or Kinetic drive can affect the entire system’s performance.
With 3.7 TB of Data Written: For the first experiment, we write 3.7 TB of data in
sequential order in the form of 3,700,000 KV pairs with keys of 16 bytes each and value
size of 1 MB. All the keys are unique and ”kinetic-c-util” (an included test utility) is
used to generate data for each of the 1 MB values. Following that, we request 100,000
non-existent key-value pairs from the Kinetic drive in sequential order. We ensure that
the requested keys do not exist in the Kinetic drive. For each request, we record the
time it takes for the Kinetic drive to return the status that the requested key is not
found in the drive. We plot the ”not found” response time of each request in Figure
4.11. We see that nearly all (99.916%) of the responses occur in one millisecond or 0.001
seconds, while a small number of responses take two or eight milliseconds. This implies
there is mostly a network response time delay and only occasional disk seek latency, if
any.
We next repeat the same operation; however, we request nonexistent KV pairs in
random order. Again, the results look the same and are omitted. We also test the
difference when nonexistent keys are inside the range of the written keys (e.g., write key
1 and key 3 and search for key 2 instead of key 4), but we see the same extremely low
response time plot. Finally, we experiment with a smaller value size than 1 MB, but
the results are generally the same. Small value sizes, such as 4 KB, show a few more
requests high enough to be disk activity, but the overwhelming majority are still 1 ms.
Because all these tests provide similar results, we cannot determine the effect of read or
write randomness in searches for keys that do not exist. However, we can conclude that
the Kinetic drive is able to quickly resolve unavailable key requests from its memory
even when the drive is full.
These results make sense when you consider that LevelDB stores KV pairs in sorted
key order inside 2 MB SSTable files. For each SSTable, the in-memory MANIFEST
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stores the file name, the largest key, and the smallest key stored in that SSTable.
Because we are using a 1 MB value size in our KV pairs, each SSTable can only store
two KV pairs. Thus, for 1 MB values, the MANIFEST acts as an in-memory index of
every key stored, and requests for nonexistent keys can be processed immediately no
matter the order of the initial writes or later reads. If the MANIFEST is not as helpful
in determining if the requested key is stored, e.g., when we use smaller value sizes and
search for keys in an overlapping range, the next layer is a Bloom filter. Only in the
rare instance that the Bloom filter is unable to correctly determine that a key is not
stored (i.e., a false positive) does LevelDB actually have to read the SSTable from the
disk to check. We believe that some of the 2 ms read times are Bloom filter checks, and
only the 8 ms searches involve actual disk accesses.
In summary, we can conclude that the time spent fulfilling a request for each key
not found is significantly less than performing a successful read operation in the Kinetic
drive when using 1 MB value sizes. When a key is requested that does not match the
previously written keys, the in-memory MANIFEST and a fall-back Bloom filter can






























Figure 4.11: Keys Not Found - 100k KV Pairs Searched in Random Order With 3.7 TB
of Data Written in Sequential Order
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4.4 Throughput Comparisons of Kinetic Drives and Lev-
elDB Servers
This section compares the throughput of Kinetic drives against traditional servers run-
ning LevelDB (Server-SATA and Server-SAS). We believe it is important to understand
the possible implications of replacing traditional hard drives with Kinetic drives for
various workloads and disk configurations. As described in Section 4.2, we have two
different LevelDB-based server systems. Server-SATA has 12 GB of RAM and two ex-
tra 5900 RPM SATA disks with similar properties to the Kinetic drives, and the faster
Server-SAS has 64 GB of RAM with several 7200 RPM enterprise drives.
4.4.1 Sequential Order Write and Sequential Order Read for Single
and Multiple Drives
In this set of tests, we compare the sequential key order throughput of the three systems
(Kinetic drives, Server-SATA, and Server-SAS) for reads and writes with various value
sizes. As in the previous figures, each point on the x-axis represents different exper-
iments. For example, 120 B in Figure 4.12 represents 1,000,000 KV pairs, each with
value size of 120 bytes, first written in sequential key order for one experiment and then
read back in sequential key order for another experiment. The total data transfer of
each run is 120 MB. Similarly, 256 B represents another 1,000,000 KV pairs written and
then read back, each with a value size of 256 bytes (total data transfer is 256 MB per
run). It is also important to note that the y-axis is in log scale so that high throughputs
do not overwhelm the plots. This happens because some of the server read experiments
with smaller value sizes fit mostly in the server RAM and avoid many of the slower disk
accesses. For read tests, the LevelDB benchmark, db bench.cc, first loads some data to
read but does not purge any caches before measuring the reads.
Having conducted simultaneous parallel experiments on all four Kinetic disks to
verify no individual performance degradation, we extrapolate the plots for multiple
Kinetic drive tests by assuming the load is balanced evenly across the independent disks
and the performance will scale linearly until the Kinetic enclosure’s 10 Gbps network





























































Figure 4.12: Sequential (Seq) Read (RD) and Write (WR) Throughput Comparison of
a Kinetic Drive (KD), Server-SATA, and Server-SAS using One Drive (1D)
The most interesting observation is that the Kinetic drive can sustain higher through-
put than a LevelDB server for large enough values sizes. For small value sizes, however,
the servers with their large RAM size can easily outperform a Kinetic drive. Overall,
even ignoring the small experiments that mostly fit in server RAM, we can also conclude
that read operations achieve higher throughput than writes for all of the three systems.
During reads, the drives simply have to deliver the data that has already been sorted
by the systems. When there are many writes, LevelDB has to do compaction and level
management that introduces write amplification.
We extend these experiments by adding drives, striped in software RAID-0, to
Server-SATA and Server-SAS as shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15. Only Server-
SAS has enough disks for four and eight drive tests. While the LevelDB servers do show
throughput increases as we add more disks, their performance does not scale up as much
as expected. For example, sequential order writes on Server-SAS stop improving beyond
four drives.
Moreover, because Server-SAS has faster and far more RAM, it shows significantly































































Figure 4.13: Sequential (Seq) Read (RD) and Write (WR) Throughput Comparison of
Kinetic Drives (KD), Server-SATA, and Server-SAS using Two Drives (2D)
However, Server-SATA and Server-SAS both reflect a ”memory cliff” trend in read
throughputs. After the read throughputs increase continuously, they suddenly drop
beyond a certain value size. As the amount of data transferred in each experiment
increases with value size, the system memory cannot continue to hide slower disk accesses
and throughput drops. At these points, the Kinetic drives usually take over and start
giving better throughputs than either of the servers.
4.4.2 Random Order Write and Random Order Read for Single and
Multiple Drives
We make comparisons when data is written and read back in a random key order (se-
quential results are omitted for space). We use db bench.cc, which comes with LevelDB,
to perform random key order reads and random key order writes with various value sizes
on a single drive as well as multiple drives.
Every point on the x-axis in Figure 4.16 shows several different experiments. For
example, 120 B represents 1,000,000 KV pairs, each with value size of 120 bytes and






























































Figure 4.14: Sequential (Seq) Read (RD) and Write (WR) Throughput Comparison of
Kinetic Drives (KD) and Server-SAS using Four Drives (4D)
back in random key order for another experiment. The total data transfer of each run
is 120 MB. Similarly, 256 B represents another 1,000,000 KV pairs written and then
read back, each with a value size of 256 bytes (total data transfer is 256 MB per run).
It is also important to note that the y-axis is in log scale so that high throughputs do
not overwhelm the plots. This happens because some of the server read experiments
with smaller value sizes fit mostly in the server RAM and avoid many of the slower disk
accesses. For read tests, the LevelDB benchmark first loads (writes) some data to read
but does not purge any system caches before measuring the reads. It is likely that some
(or, for small tests, all) of these previously written/loaded key-value pairs already exist
in the server’s cache when read performance is measured. Significant modifications to
the LevelDB benchmark or adjustments to default settings, to hinder the servers by
eliminating this caching, are beyond the scope of this research.
Looking at Figure 4.16, we notice that as the value size increases, the server’s random
write throughput decreases below 1 MB/sec. The larger value sizes were so slow that
we were forced to abandon those tests. As the value size increases, so does the amount




























































Figure 4.15: Sequential (Seq) Read (RD) and Write (WR) Throughput Comparison of
Kinetic Drives (KD) and Server-SAS using Eight Drives (8D)
sorting, and overall disk activity. Moreover, irrespective of different RAM sizes, the
write throughput for Server-SATA and Server-SAS both decline at similar rates as we
increase the value size. When key-value pairs are written, they initially are written
to a 4 MB memtable. Subsequently, the memtable is flushed to the drive in the form
of 2 MB SSTables. Since such a limited amount of data is written in each memtable
before flushing, the RAM of Server-SATA and Server-SAS has a limited impact on write
performance.
The most interesting observation is that the Kinetic drive (Figure 4.16) can sustain
higher throughput than a LevelDB server for large values sizes. Unlike the open-source
API, the Kinetic drives themselves are closed-source black boxes. Therefore, the fol-
lowing hypothesis to explain their relative performance is difficult to verify. We assume
that there is more write amplification during random key order writes for the default
LevelDB configuration on the servers than for the optimized LevelDB in the Kinetic
drive [52]. It is likely that the memtable and SSTable size is larger for Kinetic drives
compared to LevelDB’s default. This increased table size would create fewer files thus



























































Figure 4.16: Random Order Key (RND) Read (RD) and Write (WR) throughput com-
parison of a Kinetic Drive (KD), Server-SATA, and Server-SAS using One Drive (1D).
with their large RAM size for reads and faster CPUs for writes can easily outperform
a Kinetic drive. Overall, even ignoring the small experiments that mostly fit in server
RAM, we can also conclude that read operations achieve higher throughput than writes
for all of the three systems. During reads, the drives simply have to deliver data that
has already been sorted by the systems. When there are many writes, LevelDB has to
do compaction and level management that introduces write amplification affecting the
throughput.
We extend these experiments by adding drives, striped in software RAID-0, to
Server-SATA and Server-SAS as shown in Figures 4.17, 4.18, and 4.19. Only Server-
SAS has enough disks for four and eight drive tests. The multiple drive Kinetic results
in these figures are a linear extrapolation of the single drive results in Section 4.3.3.
By conducting simultaneous parallel experiments on all four Kinetic disks, we verified
that there is no individual performance degradation. Therefore, we assume the load is
balanced evenly across the independent disks and the performance will scale linearly
until the Kinetic enclosure’s 10 Gbps network link becomes a bottleneck. While the






























































Figure 4.17: Random (RND) Read (RD) and Write (WR) throughput comparison of
Kinetic Drives (KD), Server-SATA, and Server-SAS using Two Drives (2D).
their performance does not scale up as much as expected.
In these figures, the larger memory size of Server-SAS allows it to demonstrate
significantly higher read throughput than the Kinetic drives or Server-SATA for small
value sizes. However, Server-SATA and Server-SAS both reflect a ”memory cliff” trend
in read throughputs. After the read throughputs increase continuously, they suddenly
drop beyond a certain value size. As the amount of data transferred in each experiment
increases with value size, the system memory cannot continue to hide slower disk accesses
and throughput drops. At these points, the Kinetic drives usually take over and start
giving better throughputs than either of the servers.
4.5 Latency Tests of Kinetic Drives and LevelDB Servers
Latency is a measure of the delay between when data is requested and when it actually
arrives. This is critical for Quality of Service (QoS) of time sensitive applications.
Moreover, latency is an indicator of the response time of a server. Users often dislike




























































Figure 4.18: Random (RND) Read (RD) and Write (WR) throughput comparison of
Kinetic Drives (KD) and Server-SAS using Four Drives (4D).
Read Latency of Kinetic Drives Following Random and Sequential Order Writes:
Here we obtain and compare latency results for random key order reads following random
key order writes or sequential key order writes (described in Section IV-A) on the Kinetic
drives, Server-SATA, and Server-SAS. There are three different sets of tests conducted:
• Random Read Latency for Kinetic Drives after 100 GB or 3.7 TB of Random
Order or Sequential Order Writes
• Random Read Latency for Server-SATA after 100 GB of Random Order or Se-
quential Order Writes
• Random Read Latency for Server-SAS after 100 GB of Random Order or Sequen-
tial Order Writes
Figure 13 presents a histogram of our Kinetic results. We first perform the 100
GB Kinetic sequential key order write operation as described in Section IV-A and then
record latency as we read 100 GB in random key order by requesting 100,000 key-



























































Figure 4.19: Random (RND) Read (RD) and Write (WR) throughput comparison of
Kinetic Drives (KD) and Server-SAS using Eight Drives (8D).
recorded the time it takes to successfully complete each random read request, we put
these latencies in different histogram bins to determine a count, or frequency of accesses,
in that latency range. We obtain relative frequencies by dividing the number in each
bin by the number of key-value pairs (100,000 in this case). We repeat this process for
various write patterns to complete Figure 13.
Looking at Figure 13, we can observe that the read latencies are higher when the
Kinetic drive is full, and reads following a drive filled with random order writes show the
highest latency. In the figure, we group all latencies above 100 ms, which account for
approximately 4-5% of the reads, into the right-most bin. For a read request, LevelDB
may have to read files from multiple levels before it finds the correct KV pair. Reads
satisfied by early levels like L0 or L1 will have lower latencies than requests that still
have to access files in early levels but are not satisfied until L5, for example. The more
data we write to the drive, the more data resides in higher/later levels of LevelDB, and
reads from these higher levels cause the higher latencies.
This trend is due to the same optimizations we describe in the previous section






















Latency (ms) Histogram Bins
After 100 GB SW on Kinetic Drives
After 100 GB RW on Kinetic Drives
After 3.7 TB SW on Kinetic Drives
After 3.7 TB RW on Kinetic Drives
Figure 4.20: 100 GB Random Read after Sequential Order Writes (SW) or Random
Order Writes (RW) on Kinetic Drives
LevelDB server. Seagate’s Kinetic optimizations allow it to outperform Server-SATA,
which has a similar hard drive, while the obvious hardware advantages of Server-SAS
allow it to dominate over the other systems.
We can speculate that this is due to some poorly timed LevelDB compaction, but we
are not certain why this happens. To rule out network latency, we tested the network
ping time from the client to the Kinetic drives and found that it is usually around
0.3 ms. The ping is never above 1 ms, even when the Kinetic drive is at 100% CPU
load. The latency also depends on the distribution of the searched key-value pairs, so
it is possible that a few of the randomly chosen keys are requested in an order that is
particularly difficult to process.
Overall, we can conclude that the amount of data written and the amount of ran-





















Latency (ms) Histogram Bins
After 100 GB SW on Server-SATA
After 100 GB RW on Server-SATA
After 100 GB SW on Server-SAS
After 100 GB RW on Server-SAS
Figure 4.21: 100 GB Random Read after Sequential Order Writes (SW) or Random
Order Writes (RW) on Server-SATA and Server-SAS
Confidence Interval
In an attempt to better understand these read latency results, we will examine them
over time. Rather than show the cluttered scatter plots, we obtain the mean, along
with 99% confidence intervals, of the latencies and use those to generate Figures 4.22,
4.23, 4.24, and 4.25.
We calculate the mean with confidence intervals of the latency data using the method
described in [53]. We find a sample mean of every 1,000 KV pair read latency data points
and use this mean to calculate the 99% confidence interval. We plot 100 data points
from the original data showing 100,000 KV pairs and repeat for the four tests.
The most striking feature of these plots is the significant transition from higher la-
tency to lower latency at some point during the progression of each experiment. Similar
mean latency plots of the corresponding random and sequential Kinetic tests (added
to these plots for easy comparison) are flat. We suspect that the high to low latency
transition that appears in the server data is related to file system’s buffer/cache, Lev-
elDB compaction, and possibility that db bench does not always generate unique keys



































Figure 4.22: Mean Latency with 99% Confidence Interval of Reading 100,000 KV Pairs
in Random Order After Writing 100 GB in Random Order with 1 MB Value Size and
Key Size 16 Bytes on Server-SATA
high latency to lower latency happens sooner when reading the data that is written in
sequential order.
4.5.1 Latency Tests for Server-SAS with Multiple Drives
To conclude this section, we repeat the read after random write Server-SAS LevelDB
tests, but this time we use multiple hard drives in RAID-0. Again, we use the included
LevelDB benchmark to write 100 GB in random order. The key size is still 16 bytes
and value size is 1 MB. Afterwards, 100,000 KV pairs are read back and each latency
is recorded. Figure 4.26 demonstrates the latencies for two drives, four drives, and
eight drives on Server-SAS. As more drives are added, the overall read latencies reduce.
Unlike the server results in the previous subsection, the mean latency plots (omitted for
space) are flat.
Based on all the latency tests in this section, we conclude that there are signif-
icant differences between the Kinetic drive’s customized LevelDB and other internal


































Figure 4.23: Mean Latency with 99% Confidence Interval of Reading 100,000 KV Pairs
in Random Order After Writing 100 GB in Sequential Order with 1 MB Value Size and
Key Size of 16 Bytes on Server-SATA
the powerful Server-SAS can generally show comparable or lower latency than Kinetic
drives, the mid-range Server-SATA with a default LevelDB installation on a default file
system is sometimes substantially outperformed by the Kinetic drive.
4.6 Keys Not Found — Trends for Kinetic Drives and
LevelDB-Based Servers
In this section, we study the time it takes when the searched keys are ”not found” in
a Kinetic drive or in a server. This aspect is important when a large number of drives
are used to create a system. There is a strong possibility that users search for key-value
pairs and may not find them in a particular Kinetic drive. Therefore, the users will have
to search other Kinetic drives. The time it takes to perform the operation of searching




































Figure 4.24: Mean Latency with 99% Confidence Interval of Reading 100,000 KV Pairs
in Random Order After Writing 100 GB in Random Order with 1 MB Value Size and
Key Size of 16 Bytes on Server-SAS
4.6.1 Kinetic Drive Key Not Found Search Times
With 100 GB of Data Written
For this test, we perform the write operation in sequential order, as explained in Section
4.3.1, to write 100 GB of data in the form of 100,000 KV pairs each with value size
of 1 MB. Following that, we request 100,000 key-value pairs from the Kinetic drive in
sequential order. We ensure that the requested keys do not exist in the Kinetic drive.
For each request, we record the time it takes for the Kinetic drive to return the status
that the requested key is not found in the drive. We plot the ”not found” response
time of each request in Figure 4.27. We see that nearly all (99.916%) of the responses
occur in one millisecond or 0.001 seconds, while a smattering of responses take two or
eight milliseconds. This implies there is mostly a network response time delay and only
occasional disk seek latency, if any.
To find out if the drives treat random order search differently from sequential order
search, we perform the above experiment again. However, this time we request the



































Figure 4.25: Mean Latency with 99% Confidence Interval of Reading 100,000 KV Pairs
in Random Order After Writing 100 GB in Sequential Order with 1 MB Value Size and
Key Size of 16 Bytes on Server-SAS
This plot, which we omit for space considerations, looks almost identical to Figure 4.27.
Based on our experience from the previous latency-based experiments, we introduce
more randomness into the process. We next write 100 GB of data in random order and
search for known missing keys in random order as well. The plot, again omitted, looks
very similar to the previous test.
Because the results all depict a very similar and regular pattern, we conclude that
the Kinetic drives are searching a data structure in their local memory (the LevelDB
MANIFEST), not the physical disk platters, to determine that the keys are not stored.
With 3.7 TB of Data Written
In this subsection, we conduct similar experiments but observe the impact of completely
filling the drive.
For the first experiment, we write 3.7 TB of data in sequential order in the form
of 3,700,000 KV pairs with keys of 16 bytes each and value size of 1 MB. All the keys





















Latency (ms) Histogram Bins
After 100 GB RW 2 Drives
After 100 GB RW 4 Drives
After 100 GB RW 8 Drives
Figure 4.26: 100 GB Random Read after Varied Writes on Server-SAS with Multiple
Drives
each of the 1 MB values. A plot showing response times of 100,000 sequential searches
for nonexistent keys is similar to the previous plot, so we omit it. We next repeat the
same operation; however, we request nonexistent KV pairs in random order. Again, the
results look the same and are omitted. We also test the difference when nonexistent
keys are inside the range of the written keys (e.g., write key 1 and key 3 and search for
key 2 instead of key 4), but we see the same extremely low response time plot. Finally,
we experiment with a smaller value size than 1 MB, but the results are generally the
same. Very small value sizes, such as 4 KB, show a few more requests high enough be
to disk activity, but the overwhelming majority are still 1 ms. Because all these tests
provide similar results, we cannot determine the effect of read or write randomness in
searches for keys that do not exist. However, we can conclude that the Kinetic drive is
able to quickly resolve unavailable key requests from its memory even when the drive is
full.
These results make sense when you consider that LevelDB stores KV pairs in sorted
key order inside 2 MB SSTable files. For each SSTable, the in-memory MANIFEST































Figure 4.27: Keys Not Found—100,000 Nonexistent Key-Value Pairs Searched in Se-
quential Order after 100 GB of Data Written in Sequential Order
we are using a 1 MB value size in our KV pairs, each SSTable can only store two KV
pairs. Thus, for 1 MB values, the MANIFEST acts as an in-memory index of every
key stored, and requests for nonexistent keys can be processed immediately no matter
the order of the initial writes or later reads. If the MANIFEST is not as helpful in
determining if the requested key is stored, as an illustration when we use smaller value
sizes and search for keys in an overlapping range, the next layer is a Bloom filter. Only
in the rare instance that the Bloom filter is unable to correctly determine that a key is
not stored (i.e., a false positive) does LevelDB actually have to read the SSTable from
the disk to check. We suspect that some of the 2 ms read times are Bloom filter checks,
and only the 8 ms searches involve actual disk accesses.
In summary, we can conclude that the time spent fulfilling a request for each key
not found is significantly less than performing a successful read operation in the Kinetic
drive when using 1 MB value sizes. When a key is requested that does not match the
previously written keys, the in-memory MANIFEST and a fall-back Bloom filter can































Figure 4.28: Keys Not Found—100,000 KV Pairs Searched in Random Order Seven
Days After 3.7 TB of Data Written in Random Order
4.6.2 Effect of Long Term Storage of KV Pairs Before Searching for
Keys Not Found
Now we further explore the on-disk memory behavior of the Kinetic drives. When read
and write operations are performed, some of the KV pairs and other LevelDB data
remain in the memory of the Kinetic drives. Therefore, if we read the data immediately
after writing, the Kinetic drives may give us higher throughput or our searches might
respond faster. In this experiment, we write 3.7 TB of data to the Kinetic drive in
random order and then keep the drive idle for a week. After waiting for about a week,
we randomly search for 100,000 KV pairs that cannot be found in the drive and plot
Figure 4.28. The pattern is somewhat different from the previous plots. We finally start
to see higher response times that imply there is actual disk platter data access needed
to search for these missing keys. However, though it is difficult to see in the figure,
95.145% of the missing key search response times are still one millisecond (i.e., satisfied
from the Kinetic drive’s onboard RAM).
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4.6.3 Impact of LevelDB Server-SATA’s System Memory on Perfor-
mance when Keys Not Found
In this subsection, to test the effect of LevelDB-based Server-SATA’s memory on searches
for unavailable keys, we perform two different sequences of read and write operations:
1. Random Write 100 GB, Search for Missing Keys (Figure 4.29)
2. Random Write 100 GB, Random Read 100 GB, Sequential Read 100 GB, Search
for Missing Keys (Figure 4.30)
In these and the remaining plots in this section, it is critical to note that a large
percentage of the key not found response times are reported as taking zero seconds.
They obviously do not take zero time, but they are faster than the benchmark is able to
report. As we also observe with the Kinetic tests, the overwhelming majority of the key
not found requests are satisfied from the in-memory LevelDB MANIFEST. We suspect
that the points on the plot showing between zero and approximately five milliseconds
are Bloom filter searches, and the remaining points showing higher latency are false
positives that required actual disk access to search an SSTable for a key that does not
exist.
For the first sequence, we use the db bench.cc program to randomly write 100,000
key-value pairs, each with a 1 MB value size. Afterwards, we immediately search for
100,000 missing keys and obtain Figure 4.29. 77.423% of the points show zero latency,
as described above, and the rest of the points have relatively high latency.
For the second sequence, we also start by writing 100,000 key-value pairs of 1 MB
value each. After successful completion of these initial writes, however, we perform
additional reads, first randomly, then sequentially, of all 100 GB of the stored KV pairs.
After these reads, we then search for keys that are not stored in Server-SATA to generate
Figure 4.30. 88.195% of the points show zero latency.
Comparing these two figures shows that the latencies substantially reduce when
we have multiple read operations performed across all the data before searching for
nonexistent keys. This latency decline is likely due to some of the LevelDB SSTables
































Figure 4.29: Key Not Found Response Times for LevelDB-based Server-SATA After
Write Alone
the key not found requests. We do not know why the in-memory MANIFEST does not
perform as well in Server-SATA as it does in the Kinetic drives.
4.6.4 Keys Not Found on Server-SAS With Multiple Drives
We now discuss the performance implications when the requested keys are not available
in the more powerful LevelDB-based Server-SAS. We conduct these tests on one, two,
four, and eight drives.
One Drive Tests
For the first experiment, we use db bench to randomly write 100,000 KV pairs, each
with a 1 MB value size and 16 byte key size. The LevelDB data storage location is a
single SAS drive mounted with default ext4 settings. After writing, we randomly request
100,000 keys which are not stored in the system and create Figure 4.31. 98.374% of the
response times are memory searches reported as zero seconds, and a handful are slow
enough to be disk accesses.
































Figure 4.30: Keys Not Found Response Times for LevelDB-based Server-SATA After
Write and then Two Reads
sequential order to generate Figure 4.32. Again, most of the data points are reported
as zero seconds, but this time the few searches that take longer are all less than three
milliseconds. Writing the data in sequential order appears to have eliminated all slower
disk accesses for these key not found searches.
Two Drive Tests
We next use two drives in RAID-0 in Server-SAS to repeat the previous tests and obtain
two plots. The random searches following random writes plot is shown in Figure 4.33.
Again, only a small fraction of the requests show non-zero search times (less than 1%
here), but this time they appear to be grouped toward the earlier part of the test. The
search after sequential write plot looks almost the same as Figure 4.32, so it is omitted.
Four and Eight Drive Tests
Repeating these tests with four and eight drives again shows mostly zero milliseconds


































Figure 4.31: Key Not Found Response Times for Random Key Searches of LevelDB-
based Server-SAS After Random Order Write on One Drive
occasional disk access. Plots are omitted for space. The non-zero times show a few dif-
ferent patterns, which we assume are related to the randomness generated by db bench
and how many of the keys are not unique. If the keys are not unique, the file sys-
tem buffer/cache may be able to assist. However, many of the tests showed over 99%
in-memory response times, so these differences are insignificant.
We again repeated the above mentioned experiments, however this time we employed
4 drives in the Server-SAS. The patterns obtained are shown in the Figures 4.35 and
4.36.
8 Drive Tests
Results for latencies when keys are not found for Server-SAS with 8 drives are presented
in this section. Figures 4.37 and 4.38 present our findings.
To summarize our keys not found experiments, we can say that the expensive Server-
SAS and the Kinetic drive perform quite well at detecting and quickly reporting that
certain searched keys are not found. Mid-range Server-SATA shows more latency due






















Figure 4.32: Key Not Found Response Times for Random Key Searches of LevelDB-
based Server-SAS After Sequential Order Write on One Drive
4.7 Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark
In addition to the micro benchmarks discussed in the previous sections, we choose a
popular macro benchmark, Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [54], to simulate
several more realistic application-level workload mixes. Because there is no direct Lev-
elDB interface to YCSB, we initially tried to use Mapkeeper [55] as the key-value store
with LevelDB as the storage backend. Unfortunately, Mapkeeper is no longer supported
by YCSB. After much effort, we were only able to make it work with an older version
of YCSB, but even then there were file locking issues after the YCSB load phase that
prevented the run phase from working correctly.
Another key-value store, Riak KV [56], can use an optimized version of LevelDB as
its storage backend. Riak is under active development and works with the newest version
of YCSB. Our YCSB testing for a normal hard drive uses a single Riak node configured
on Server-SATA to use LevelDB as the backend and the 4 TB SATA drive as the data
storage location. Because we use only one node, we set the number of data copies from
the default of three to only one. All other parameters are left as their defaults. We first

































Figure 4.33: Key Not Found Response Times for LevelDB-based Server-SAS After
Random Order Write on Two Drives
in order to add a network layer similar to that used by the Kinetic drives, we repeat
the experiments with the YCSB client sending data over a Gigabit Ethernet network to
the Riak node from an identical machine (i.e., the same specs as Server-SATA). These
tests use YCSB version 0.12.0 and Riak version 2.2.0. For YCSB tests on the Kinetic
drives, we use the version that comes with the Kinetic Java Tools software [57]. Both
the normal HDD and the Kinetic YCSB testing use the same workload parameters for
a fair comparison.
YCSB includes the following six workload patterns: Workload A is a heavily updated
workload with a 50/50 read/write ratio. Workload B is a read-mostly workload with
a 95/5 read/write ratio. Workload C is 100% reads. Workload D has 5% updates and
95% reads, but the recently updated records are the ones that are read the most; thus,
it is a read-latest workload. Workload E queries short ranges of records, but the scan
command is not yet implemented on the Kinetic drives, so we do not use this workload.
Workload F is half reads and half read-modify-write commands where a record is read,
updated, and written back.




















Figure 4.34: Time for Searching Keys Which Are Not Found In The LevelDB Installed
Server-SAS with Sequential Order Write and Random Order Search for Keys with 2
Drive
of Workloads A, B, C, D, and then F. We insert a pause of five minutes between each
workload to allow the system some idle time for LevelDB compaction or other internal
processes.
Figure 4.39 shows the average throughput while loading and running these workloads
with a value size of 1 MB. For each workload, 50 GB of data is transferred. In this case
we see that a Kinetic drive is able to consistently outperform the Riak/LevelDB node for
both the load and run of Workload A as well as for the run of Workload F. For runs of
Workloads B, C, and D, the Kinetic drive shows throughput similar to or slightly worse
than that of the Riak node when its YCSB test is run locally. When YCSB is run over
the Gigabit network to the Riak node, its performance declines, and the Kinetic drive
shows similar or slightly better throughput for those workloads. The Riak node shows
poor performance in workloads with large amounts of updates/writes like Workloads A
and F.
Figure 4.40 displays the results for a value size of 4 KB. In order for the experiment
to complete in a reasonable amount of time, the data transferred per workload was




















Figure 4.35: Time for Searching Keys Which Are Not Found In The LevelDB Installed
Server-SAS with Random Order Write and Random Order Search for Keys with 4 Drive
large number of small accesses while the Riak server, with its larger amount of RAM,
is able to better organize these small transfers for more efficient disk access. However,
the performance of both the Kinetic drive and the Riak node is far lower with 4 KB
values than with 1 MB values. Our findings with YCSB confirm our findings of the
Section 4.3.3. This poor performance with small I/Os is typical of rotating mechanical
media and is due to the disk seek time. Again, the Riak tests suffer a slight drop in
performance when run over the network compared to when run locally.
In summary, the YCSB tests use a more realistic configuration to reaffirm the earlier
micro benchmark results. For smaller value sizes, the full server is easily able to show
higher performance; but, for larger value sizes, the Kinetic drive can perform surprisingly
well, especially in write-intensive workloads where it outperforms the server for similar
reasons as discussed in Section 4.4.
4.8 Prior Work on Management of Large Scale Drives
The final part of the dissertation is about managing a large number of drives with the




















Figure 4.36: Time for Searching Keys Which Are Not Found In The LevelDB Installed
Server-SAS with Sequential Order Write and Random Order Search for Keys with 4
Drive
ability to manage the drives. Without this methodology, industry would find it very
challenging to adopt a new technology. At data centers enormous number of drives are
used and for an efficient management system a low turn around time or less down time is
extremely important to maintain service times for the requests. In addition, data could
often be migrated among the drives and we need to ensure their is not much migration.
In this chapter, we discuss data allocation and migration schemes for Kinetic drives for
a possible large scale deployment of these drives.
As mentioned before, Kinetic drives could be accessed using the IP addresses and do
not need a dedicated server. However, to organize a large number of drives, we would
require a metadata server that keeps a track of where the data could be found. Users
can not have the IP addresses of all the drives in the system for security purpose. Users
also won’t have the latest information on where the data resides. Data is often migrated
between the drives and needs to be tracked. Therefore, a metadata server is absolutely
required.
In Kinetic drives data is stored in the format of (key,value) pair. Without a key,




















Figure 4.37: Time for Searching Keys Which Are Not Found In The LevelDB Installed
Server-SAS with Random Order Write and Random Order Search for Keys with 8 Drive
give the user the latest information on the drive, where the data is stored. The drive
has to keep a track of all the locations for the data. Metadata server provides indexing
scheme for the data allocation. This is shown in the Figure 4.41. In sharp contrast to
the previous configuration, the users would have to contact with the storage server and
then subsequently the server would have to fetch the data from the drives and service
the request as shown in the Figure 4.42. These figures are obtained from work done
jointly with Cao et al [16] 1 .
A major concern for a metadata server for the Kinetic drive would be to keep a track
of all the key-value pairs. So, all these key-value pairs are stored in key ranges. We want
to reduce the number of drives on which mapping of key ranges take place. However, we
also want to increase the disk utilization. And in this research work, we attempted to
find the trade-offs. In this research indexing scheme is discussed to map the key-value
pairs to the drives, migration policies for efficient data transfer, and different design
1 Figures 4.41, 4.42, and 4.43 are reproduced with permission in this dissertation to illustrate the
performance of possible key-indexing schemes that could be used in the metadata server. The key-
indexing schemes are not specific, new contributions of this dissertation, however, these ideas were




















Figure 4.38: Time for Searching Keys Which Are Not Found In The LevelDB Installed
Server-SAS with Sequential Order Write and Random Order Search for Keys with 8
Drive
factors [16].
We have already shown in the previous chapter that Kinetic drives can scale really
well. We observed that the results of one drive could conveniently be multiplied by a
factor to get the performance of multiple drives. Another factor before we designed
these schemes were when a request is made then the metadata server should not return
too many IP addresses of the drives. In addition to that that number of non-empty
drives should be minimum. Several policies as proposed by Cao et al [16].
4.8.1 Indexing
There are two primary methods to design an indexing scheme - 1) Disjoint Key Ranges
and 2) Joint Key Ranges. Disjoint or non-overlapping key ranges mean that drives
store key-value pairs with different non-overlapped key ranges. On the other hand, for
overlapped key ranges different drives would contain the overlapped key ranges. In this









































Figure 4.39: Average throughput for loading phase and running phases of different
YCSB workloads using 1 MB value size on Kinetic drive vs. Riak server with LevelDB
backend.
Search operation for keys is convenient in non-overlapped scenario. However, over-
lapped key ranges could lead to multiple drives being used. This leads to higher through-
put. In the overlapped scenario, data migration could be limited. Once the drives fill
up in non-overlapped scenario, data has to be migrated and this could be a huge bottle-
neck. An illustration of mapping of keys for non-overlapped scenario is shown in Table
4.6.
Table 4.6: Mapping of Keys on Drives
Key Range IP Address of the Drive
0... to 001... 138.32.211.4
010... to 011... 138.32.211.5
100... to 101... 138.32.211.6
Moreover, we initialize the system by mapping keys to the drives as described in
Cao et al [16]. With the passage of time more key-value pairs will be added to the







































Figure 4.40: Average throughput for loading phase and running phases of different
YCSB workloads using 4 KB value size on Kinetic drive vs. Riak server with LevelDB
backend.





In this approach, initially, all the keys are assigned to the drive 0. As the drives fill
up, we need to migrate the data. We transfer half the data from drive 0 to drive 1
and split the key index into two drives. The policy is to divide the data in half and
transfer it to another drive. The keys are chosen based on the ascending order of the
key ids [16]. Kinetic drives can easily perform this transfer using ”P2P” operation and
”GetPrevious” operation. The keys starting from 0... would remain in drive 0 and the
keys starting from 1... will be migrated to drive 1. Any new key that arrives and starts
with 0 will be mapped to Drive 0. Moreover, if drive 1 gets filled then the data from that
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drive will be split and migrated to another disk. This scheme leads to large number of
empty drives in the beginning. However, as the drives fill up the data gets distributed.
4.8.3 Prefix-All
This scheme attempts to reduce the data migration by evenly distributing the data
across the drives from the beginning as well. In this scheme prefix of a key is used and
the drive is using the mechanism described in [16] [16]. The length is decided by the
number of drives in a system. For N drives in a system, we use log2N bits of a key as




In this approach, the data is separated in the beginning itself based on prefixes. The
data is spread in the beginning itself and in the ”OneToAll” approach, the data expands
gradually. When the drives fill up, we simply adopt greedy approach to transfer the
data. The drive with the most available storage space is chosen. The destination drive is
filled with half the source drive’s data. In this scheme the data is uniformly distributed.
4.8.4 Prefix-Half
This section considers the case when key distributions are not uniform [16]. ”Prefix-
Half” approach [16] introduces the trade-offs between percentage of non-empty disks
and data migration amount. This approach first half drives are used to store the data.
Initially, half the drives are empty. Data migration happens disks begin to fill up. When
disks fill up, half the data is moved to the spare drives and key indices are split into
two. This is the similarity that this technique shares with the previous technique. At
the end of this process, all the drives would occupied but might not be completely filled.
At this point if a drives fills up completely then the disks’ contents are merged together
to create free disks. The drives are chosen which have the least amount of data on them
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and whose key ranges are also adjacent to each other. This step is followed by updating
the index table as well. This creates an empty disk and gives an opportunity to collect
together different key ranges. If disks can not be found for merger then new drives are
needed for the system. This technique reduces the number of non-empty disks.
4.8.5 Prefix-Half-2Drives
This technique was developed to reduce the data migration. However, this technique
leads to overlapped key ranges [16]. When a disk ”A” becomes full then the data
movement is delayed. Instead of transferring the data right away. The new incoming
data for disk A is transferred to disk B. At the end of this process the key ranges of
Disk B and Disk A are overlapped. Another significant consideration is not to search
too many disks. Therefore, attempt is made to have only 2 disks for searches. This
approach is developed based on ”Prefix-Half” approach.
4.8.6 Prefix-Half-Unknown
Final case is when the key distribution is not entirely known at the time of data dis-
tribution. In this method instead of equally dividing the data amongst the drives, the
data is distributed based on approximation.
4.8.7 Results
Comparative results for all the above mentioned is shown in Figure 4.43 [16]. To make
the experiment realistic, data is intentionally made non uniformly distributed. Data
amount follows a normal distribution [16]. Standard deviation is used for data amount.
It could be observed that ”OneToAll” approach gives the largest data migration.
The other methods follow the predictions. The other approaches so reduce the data
movement.
4.9 Summary and Conclusion
Based on our techniques and methodologies, it could be concluded that ”OneToAll”
approach has the maximum amount of migration. Other devised techniques do lead to
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reduction in data movement. And with the usage of normal distribution for some of the
techniques, the study is able to incorporate realistic workloads.
When we compared the performance results of the Kinetic drives with SATA and
SAS based servers we found Kinetic drives are CPU-bound but they give an average
sequential write throughput of 63 MB/sec with average sequential read throughput of
78 MB/sec for 1 MB value sizes. It could be observed that RAM has a big impact on
the performance on the server. More RAM usually translates to better performance for
traditional servers.
Moreover, we were able to confirm the results of micro benchmarks with YCSB. The
results confirmed that for smaller value sizes, the server performs better however, for




































































OneToAll Prefix-All Prefix-Half Prefix-Half-2Drives Prefix-Half-known
Figure 4.43: Amount of Data Migration (Reproduced from [16] with permission)
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Discussion
Based on our study of in-storage processing architectures, it can be concluded that
these systems have the potential to give massive power and performance improvements.
For large scale deployment they require efficient indexing schemes for mapping data
to drives and for data sharing amongst these drives. Any company, desiring to choose
these drives, would need to extensively study the impact of integrating these drives with
their existing systems. Therefore, an API or other mechanism is required to handle or
program these devices. Without easy programmability and smooth integration with the
existing software and hardware platforms, acceptance rate for this technology would be
low. Therefore, the companies making the hardware would have to do brainstorming
before releasing any products. For products or architectures that do not blend easily
with existing platforms would find severe resistance. This primarily happens because
upgrading existing software is extremely expensive and time consuming. Changing
several hardware components would also be extremely difficult. Samsung’s attempt to
include programming models in their Flash Translation Layer did not produce desired
outcomes. However, the technology again proved to be promising for data intensive
applications be it for machine learning algorithms or unstructured data.
When we move towards the architectural aspects of these devices, we often find that
internal processors are low powered. Almost all of these devices could use improved
processing capabilities. The reason for incorporating low powered processors is to bring
the energy signature down. However, once low powered processors are used a usual feed-
back is to increase their capability. This presented a conundrum for the manufactures
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to whether have a low power processor or have a high powered processor.
RAM and Cache sizes at any level of the hierarchy of the system is extremely im-
portant. Often the performance of the system was dictated by the amount of cache or
RAM in the system. More RAM and cache were often translated to better performance.
Maintainability of drives is also an important issue. New devices often beg the
question that would large number of drives could be maintained without loss of data?
Different system architectures are required to be studied to make the hardware suitable
for any particular application. Analysis of workload remains the quintessential signif-
icant task for any study. Without understanding of benchmarks, systems would not
deliver the desired performance. Next comes the topic of fault tolerance and data fail-
ure. Disks are required to recover from any data failure. RAID has been used to recover
from the data corruption. For fault tolerance, often multiple drives are used. However,
identifying which drives have gone bad amongst thousands of drives in a data center
and having a quick down time to replace these bad drives is the key. Without advanced
IT knowledge, technology would not be able to deliver in a data center environment.
Security is another big concern that is required to be addressed. Drives that could
easily be accessed by IP addresses could be under threat. Efficient methodology is
required to create a secure system for deployment. This aspect has not been addressed
for Kinetic drives by Seagate. More work is required to secure the drives from attacks.
We also found that hardware with new concepts are often interesting academic
projects and bring new insights but many times industry would simply optimize the
existing systems. This would be done to save time, effort, money, and often the prior
knowledge of the existing know how. These factors results in slow acceptance of Kinetic
or Object storage devices in the market.
In conclusion, for storage processing unit observed energy savings from 11 423X and
performance gains from 4 — 66X for applications including k-means, Sparse BLAS, and
others. Our sample Kinetic drives, that encapsulate the concept of in-storage processing,
are CPU-bound, but they still average sequential write throughput of 63 MB/sec and
sequential read throughput of 78 MB/sec for 1 MB value sizes.
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